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aVIEWfromkirklandhall

I WRItE to you toDay IN a Call to CoMMuNIty aND a Call to 
CoMMuNIty aCtIoN.  We, the members of the Arts and Science community, can be 
so proud of and grateful for the opportunities Vanderbilt University has placed before us. 

If you are an alumnus or an alumna of the College of Arts and Science, you have had 
the benefit of a world-class liberal-arts education with remarkable professors and spirited 
classmates on this gorgeous 330-acre campus we call home. 

For the Arts and Science families out there, you have entrusted us to educate your young 
people, and we have accepted that trust as a calling. We strive each day to be rigorous, clear, car-
ing and fair in order to make your students the very best new graduates in the world each May. 

For the Arts and Science faculty and staff reading this magazine, you come to work every 
day with the charge to do better, to be better, than the day before. In your labs, offices and 
libraries, you work to create new knowledge in partnership with the best and brightest gradu-
ate and undergraduate students. You are great researchers, great teachers and great colleagues.

The readers of Arts and Science are a diverse community, intersecting our school in many 
different ways, and from many different life perspectives. What brings us together, however, 
is this great College of Arts and Science itself: our shared commitment to education, to great 
teaching and to the discovery of new knowledge—an inherently optimistic belief in a future 
better than today. It is inspiring to me to welcome a new class of undergraduate and gradu-
ate students to campus each fall, knowing that these young men and women will carry our 
mission forward far into the future.

It is in this spirit, then, that I ask you to join forces with several remarkable alumni who 
have come forward in support of those students who are just now coming out of the gate. 
Thanks to Dan Lovinger, BA’87, we now have a Vandy on Madison Avenue summer intern-
ship program that placed 17 students in positions in Manhattan for summer 2010. Because 
of Chad Gervich, BA’96, and Rich Hull, BA’92, our Vandy in Hollywood summer internship 
program has just completed its fourth year, bigger and better than ever, and with a remark-
able record of job placement for its students.

We owe these industrious alumni a debt of gratitude for reaching out a hand to their fel-
low Commodores. The generosity of Dan, Chad and Rich leads me to ask: how can we turn 
our collective resources even more effectively to the support of our students? Do you work 
in an industry that hires interns? Do you have a great story that might help to support or 
inspire someone behind you on the path? Are you willing to serve as a mentor, an example 
or even a boss to someone who is just starting out?

If so, please raise your hand and let us know your thoughts and willingness to help. You 
can reach my office directly via email at aandsdeanspartnership@vanderbilt.edu or with a 
note or letter to me at A&S Dean’s Office, 301 Kirkland Hall, Nashville, TN 37240. I look 
forward to your suggestions and hearing from you on this important initiative. 

Carolyn Dever
Dean
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Professor of History William Caferro has been 

awarded a John simon guggenheim Memorial 

Foundation Fellowship. He was one of 180 fellows 

named from a field of more than 3,000 applicants.

the american academy of religion named Making 

Transcendents: Ascetics and Social Memory in 

Early Medieval China by Professor of asian studies 

Robert Ford Campany the 2010 aar best 

book in Historical studies.

Celso Castilho, assistant professor of history, 

was awarded the 2009 american Historical  

association/Conference for latin american  

History lewis Hanke award.

Julia Cohen, assistant professor of Jewish 

studies and assistant professor of history, has been 

awarded a national endowment for the Humanities 

grant for her proposed collection, The Sephardic 

Studies Reader.

Nita Farahany, 
associate professor of 

law and philosophy, 

has been appointed 

to the Commission for 

the study of bioethical 

issues by President 

barack obama.

Barbara Hahn, distinguished Professor of ger-

man, received the 2010 Margherita von brentano 

Prize from the Free university of berlin for her work 

in reconstructing the history of intellectual women 

from the beginning of the 19th century to the early 

21st century.

Mark Hosford, associate professor of art, 

received a tennessee arts Commission 2010 

individual arts Fellowship in visual arts. the  

award is one of the high-

est honors a tennessee 

artist can receive.

Larry Isaac, distin-

guished Professor of 

sociology, received the 

asa Culture section’s 

2010 Clifford geertz 

prize for best article 

and the 2010 southern 

sociological society’s distinguished lecturer award.

Professor of History Jane Landers has been 

awarded a national endowment for the Humanities 

fellowship. landers will use this, her third neH fel-

lowship, to study African Kingdoms, Black Repub-

lics and Free Black Towns in the Iberian Atlantic. 

she has also been awarded a 2010 gilder lehrman 

research award and a vanderbilt international 

office international Curriculum grant.

Jennifer F. Reinganum, e. bronson ingram 

Professor of economics, has been named secretary/

treasurer of the american law and economics 

association. 

Robert Scherrer, chair of the depart-

ment of Physics and astronomy, received 

the 2010 Klopsteg Memorial award from 

the american association of Physics 

teachers for his science fiction writing. 

the award recognizes extraordinary accomplish-

ment in communicating the excitement of physics 

to the public. 

The Department of Sociology in the College 

of arts and science was awarded the 2009 seal of 

approval for gender scholarship by the sociologists 

for Women in society in recognition of a commitment 

to gender equity.

andtheawardgoesto

Robert Scherrer
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expand your horizons
www.vuconnect.com

VUconnect takes you to new places. 

Over 14,000 alumni have joined  
the Alumni Career Network of  
VUconnect, Vanderbilt’s online  
community for alumni and  
students. Sign up now to  
network with fellow VU  
alumni around the world.  
Build networking relationships.  
Search for and share career advice.  
Continue your lifelong connection with Vanderbilt.

Mark Hosford
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P R o M o T e D  T o  P R o F e S S o R

Katherine Crawford, history

William Franke, comparative literature 

and italian

Jane Landers, history

Anna Roe, psychology

Mark Schoenfield, english

Virginia Scott, French

Robert Talisse, philosophy

N e W Ly  N A M e D  A S S o C I AT e 

P R o F e S S o R S  W I T H  T e N u R e

Brandt eichman, biological sciences

Shane Hutson, physics

Richard Lloyd, sociology

Richard McGregor, religious studies

Nancy Reisman, english

elizabeth Zechmeister, political science

N e W  T e N u R e D  A N D  T e N u R e -

T R A C K  A P P o I N T M e N T S

Tyson H. Brown, assistant professor 

of sociology, on the tenure track

Robert Ford Campany, professor 

of asian studies, with tenure

Celso Thomas Castilho, assistant professor 

of history, on the tenure track

C. André Christie-Mizell, associate 

professor of sociology, with tenure

Nicole K. Clay, assistant professor of 

biological sciences, on the tenure track

Jennifer Fay, associate professor 

of film studies, with tenure

Monique L. Lyle, assistant professor 

of political science, on the tenure track

Philip James McFarland, assistant 

professor of german, on the tenure track

Paul Benjamin Miller, assistant professor of 

French, on the tenure track

evelyn J. Patterson, assistant professor 

of sociology, on the tenure track

Kamal Saggi, professor of economics, 

with tenure, and director of the graduate 

Program in economic development

R. Jay Turner, professor of sociology, 

with tenure

Alan e. Wiseman, associate professor 

of political science, with tenure

At Vanderbilt, scholars of exceptional national and international stature may be honored 
with distinguished professorships. The title signifies that these professors are leaders in 
scholarship, distinction, discovery and teaching in their disciplines. The College of Arts and 
Science is pleased to announce that three professors were named to distinguished profes-
sorships in 2009-2010. Lynn E. Enterline is now Chancellor’s Professor of English, James 
A. Epstein became Distinguished Professor of History, and Tracy D. Sharpley-Whiting is 
Distinguished Professor of African American and Diaspora Studies and French.

High Distinction
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Two academic departments 
started the 2010-2011 year with 
new leaders, while several 
others welcomed new faculty 
and celebrated promotions of 
other faculty. Mark Schoenfield, 
professor of English, is the new 
chair of the English department 
and John Geer, Distinguished 
Professor of Political Science, 
will chair political science. 

Schoenfield, an expert in 
romanticism and literature 
and law, is the author of British 
Periodicals and Romantic 
Identity: The “Literary Lower 
Empire.” He has published in 

The Wordsworth Circle, Studies in 
Romanticism and various other 
journals. Schoenfield succeeds 
Jay Clayton, William R. Kenan Jr. 
Professor of English, who served 
as chair of English since 2003. 

Geer is a widely quoted media 
expert on elections, public opin-
ion and political communication. 
He is the past editor of The Journal 
of Politics and author of In Defense 
of Negativity, a study of negative 
political advertising. He follows 
Bruce Oppenheimer, who stepped 
in as interim chair after the death 
of Neal Tate in fall 2009.
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New Chairs, New Faces and New Titles

EpsteinEnterline Sharpley-Whiting

Schoenfield

Geer
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three nashville men 
have been found guilty  
in the deaths of 
anthropology profes-
sor Pierre Colas and 
his sister, Marie. the 
Colases were shot at 
Pierre’s home in east 
nashville in a home 
invasion/robbery in 
august 2008. the assailants have been  
sentenced to life terms; additional suspects 
are in jail awaiting trial.

the department of anthropology celebrated 
Colas’ life and work with a 2009 conference 
that examined the themes and perspectives 
central to Mayan culture, identity, language 
and history. at the time of his death, the 
32-year-old Colas was an assistant professor 
in the College of arts and science as well as a 
prolific scholar known for his groundbreaking 
work in Mayan epigraphy.

Heart of the institution
“the work of the College of arts and science is fundamental. 

it is the basis of all professional study. no professional school 

can be self-sufficient. the College in its undergraduate and 

graduate work must remain the heart of the whole situation, 

and send its quickening life blood into every fiber and tissue.”
 —Chancellor James H. Kirkland, October 1925But Are the  

Chairs Silver?
Traditionally those who mark 25-year 
anniversaries at Vanderbilt receive a school 
chair as a token of appreciation. In the com-
ing year, the following faculty will celebrate 
their silver anniversaries in the College 
of Arts and Science: Karen E. Campbell, 
associate professor of sociology; Vivien 
Green Fryd, professor of history of art; Jon 
W. Hallquist, associate professor of theatre; 
Terryl W. Hallquist, associate professor of 
theatre; Timothy P. Hanusa, professor of 
chemistry; Steven D. Hollon, professor of 
psychology; C. Bruce Hughes, professor of 
mathematics; Thomas W. Kephart,  
professor of physics; Michael Kreyling, 
Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Professor 
of English; John G. Ratcliffe, professor 
of mathematics; and David G. Schlundt, 
associate professor of psychology.

For the second year in a row, the Council for 
Advancement and Support of Education  
(CASE) recognized Arts and Science, the 
alumni magazine of the College of Arts and 
Science, in its annual District III competition. 
The magazine won an award of excellence in 
the alumni magazines division for schools of 
less than 5,000 students. 

CASE is the professional organization 
that supports educational institutions by 
enhancing the effectiveness of the alumni 
relations, communications, marketing,  
fundraising and other advancement 
professionals who serve them. District III 
is the second largest district in CASE, with 
more than 4,000 members and represent-
ing educational institutions in Alabama, 
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 
and Virginia.

In 2009, Arts and Science was named 
CASE District III’s Grand Award winner 
in the category of magazine publishing 
improvement and earned a special merit 
award for its World Wide Web home page 
design and implementation. 

Peer Recognition update on Professor’s 
tragic death 
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Fryd

J. Hallquist

Hanusa

T. Hallquist
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artsANDSCIENCEiNtheworld by Mardy Fones

magine living in a country where participating in a 

survey could get you killed. 

Not long ago, that was reality in some parts of Central and South 
America, where dictatorships ruled. Then as democracy spread, so 
did the ability to express political opinions openly. Today citizens of 
nearly every country in the Western Hemisphere participate in the 
AmericasBarometer, a regional survey series conducted by the Latin 
American Public Opinion Project 
(LAPOP). LAPOP was founded 
and is directed by Mitchell Seligson, 
Centennial Professor of Political 
Science and professor of sociology 
in the College of Arts and Science. 

Through LAPOP, researchers in North, South and Central 
America and the Caribbean interview thousands of citizens on 
topics related to democratic values and citizenship. The survey data 
are made public and mined for insights into the nature and determi-
nants of public opinion. The information is used by scholars, as well 
as utilized by those who support democracy and good governance 
to determine policies and programs 

The U.S. Agency for International Development uses LAPOP 
data, as do the World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, 
United Nations Development Programme and numerous other 
governments and nongovernmental organizations.

Seligson and his colleagues regularly travel presenting the 
surveys’ results. LAPOP scholars and Vanderbilt graduate students 
also prepare short, targeted analysis of results, which are released 
biweekly. These AmericasBarometer Insights Series reports provide 
tightly focused analyses of specific, timely topics ranging from 
the role of government in job creation to citizen satisfaction with 
municipal services and even vigilante justice in Mexico. 

The most recent AmericasBarometer wave of surveys was com-
pleted in 2010, and is focused on the effects of the world economic 
crisis on attitudes toward democracy.

“Analysis of this data can provide insight not available from 
other sources,” Seligson says, using the overthrow of the Honduran 
government by the military in 2009 as an example. “Data collected 
in 2008 were really leading indicators of that event, as they reflected 
Hondurans’ discontent, which eventually boiled over into the break-
down of constitutional democracy.” 

Credible and Meticulous
LAPOP’s AmericasBarometer surveys are meticulously developed 
with input from academics, policymakers and others with a stake 
in democracy. LAPOP’s partners are drawn from universities and 
think tanks located in each country, and the surveys are translated 
into respondents’ languages—currently 15 different languages.

Expansion in scope and sophistication has been a recent hall-
mark of LAPOP’s AmericasBarometer program. “In 2010, we did 
surveys in Trinidad/Tobago and in Surinam for the first time,” says 
Elizabeth Zechmeister, associate director of LAPOP and associate 
professor of political science. In all, the 2010 AmericasBarometer 
survey included 26 countries, representing the largest coherent 
public opinion project in this hemisphere.

One recent and novel addition to LAPOP’s approach is the use of 
GPS technology underwritten by the National Science Foundation. 
It was employed in Chile, which experienced a magnitude 8.8 
earthquake just prior to the survey there. The technology will 
support a study of political opinions in the aftermath of a natural 
disaster. “The GPS units will allow us to tag interviews based on the 
street block where they were conducted,” Zechmeister says. “We’ll 
be able to create a data set reflecting the individual’s distance from 
the hardest hit areas and then analyze how experiences with the 
earthquake affect attitudes toward democracy.”

LAPOP evolved from the two years Seligson and his wife, Susan 
Berk-Seligson, associate professor of Spanish, spent with the Peace 
Corps in Costa Rica in the late ’60s. 

“For years, it was impossible and dangerous to do surveys 
in many Central and Latin American countries,” says Seligson, 

S u r v e y  S ay S …

Latin American Public Opinion Project Collects and     Analyzes Democratic Values across the Americas
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S u r v e y  S ay S …

Latin American Public Opinion Project Collects and     Analyzes Democratic Values across the Americas

recalling hearing of people murdered in Paraguay in retaliation for 
participating in a survey in the 1960s. “The horrific consequences of 
dictatorship are clear to me. We have to retain a deep commitment 
to democratic systems, despite their many flaws.”

In 2004, Seligson moved from the University of Pittsburgh, 
where LAPOP had been based, to Vanderbilt. Today the program 
covers every major country in mainland North and South America 
and the Caribbean, and is spreading. Seligson and his team are 
currently working with the Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health to 
develop a survey on health and other topics for Mozambique. 

draw for young scholars
Seligson says in addition to their value supporting scholarship and 
policies focused on democracy, LAPOP and AmericasBarometer 
are strong recruitment tools for the College of Arts and Science. 
Not only does the program attract graduate students who want to 
participate in survey development and implementation, but each 
AmericasBarometer database provides rich fodder for master’s 
theses and doctoral dissertations. 

Zechmeister uses AmericasBarometer survey data in her 
undergraduate classes and will teach an honors seminar in 2011 on 
LAPOP. “We want undergraduates to learn more about how high 
quality public opinion data is collected and to build skills with 
respect to its analysis,” Zechmeister says. “This can carry forward 
to their working lives where public opinion may be an important 
part of their jobs.” She also sees LAPOP as a means of challenging 
undergrads to broaden their view of the world.

LAPOP funding comes from research institutions such as 
Princeton, Notre Dame and Vanderbilt, but the majority of its 
operating costs come from governmental and international entities 
including the USAID, the Inter-American Development Bank and 
the United Nations Development Programme. Such organizations 
share LAPOP’s passion for democracy and often rely on its findings 
to guide policy, programs and funding.

An endowment to provide permanent support for their work is 
Seligson and Zechmeister’s fondest desire and ongoing goal. The 
potential for return on investment is direct and clear, they say. “I am 
committed to a democratic Americas,” Seligson says. “But democ-
racy isn’t an end goal, it’s a process. It’s constantly being challenged 
and constantly changing and our work demonstrates that. …The 
AmericasBarometer helps policymakers understand the strengths 
and weaknesses of democracy.”

today the program covers every 
major country in mainland North and 
South America and the Caribbean.

Seligson and Zechmeister
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fiveMINutESwith… by NElSoN BRyaN, Ba’73

MouzoN SIDDIqI haS PaRtICIPatED aND thRIVED 
IN INtERNatIoNal RElatIoNS fRoM alaBaMa to 
afghaNIStaN.  Most of that time and effort have been on the 
Vanderbilt campus, where she serves as program coordinator for 
the Graduate Program in Economic Development (GPED). She and 
her husband, Sultan Siddiqi, MA’70, have served as ambassadors to 
incoming international students for 35 years. In 2009, the university 
recognized her contributions with the Commodore Award, Vander-
bilt’s highest staff honor, which recognizes and rewards individuals 
who have made exceptional performance contributions to the 
university. 

What are your duties with gPED?
I work with admissions, assist students with housing, and 
coordinate tutors and help sessions. During the year, I follow 
students’ progress and assist in planning their schedules to 
ensure their timely graduation. I am on call for anything and 
everything. All the students have my cell and home phone 
numbers and know that they may call at any time—day, night 
or weekend—if they are worried about something, need help  
or just want to talk.

I work with sponsoring agencies (including foreign govern-
ment sponsors) and manage the office and student aid budgets. 
I assist the program director with whatever is needed, including 
drafting remarks for various occasions and writing letters for 
students for visa purposes, to bring families and so forth.

Much of my time is devoted to email with prospective stu-
dents—encouraging strong students to join our program and 
answering a myriad of questions. I also correspond frequently 
with alumni, assisting them with requests for transcripts, refer-
ence letters, alumni information and the like.

you met your husband while he was a grad student at Peabody?
Yes. Sultan enrolled in M.A. study at Peabody in 1968—the 
same time I came to Scarritt as a junior. At that time, Scarritt 
was a senior college and graduate school. Students at Van-
derbilt, Peabody or Scarritt could enroll in courses at any of 
the other two schools. I took several courses at Peabody and 
Sultan studied English at Scarritt. We met in December 1968 at 
a Christmas dance at Scarritt. He asked me out the following 
night for dinner. We dated two years, graduated, married in my 
hometown of Centre, Ala., and left for Afghanistan for two years.

Back then, people who married an American could imme-
diately change their status to permanent resident and then U.S. 
citizen, but we never considered the option of not returning to 
Afghanistan. People in my hometown (population 2,500) were 
worried about my living halfway across the world, but I viewed 
moving to Kabul as the biggest adventure of my life—and I was 
right! It was wonderful! The country was so peaceful then—a 
beautiful place with beautiful people.

What brought you to the College of arts and Science?
When we returned to the U.S., I found a job with a large sales 
company where I worked for two years. I soon knew that I 
wanted to be back in an academic environment where people are 
more diverse, generally have different priorities and are respected 
for their individuality. I started to work at Vanderbilt in January 
1975 and quickly realized this was the place I wanted to be.  

tell us about your interaction with international students.
I love meeting students at the airport when they arrive. I look 
forward to seeing the students’ faces for the first time and 
welcoming them to Nashville and to Vanderbilt. Our staff and 
second-year students help the new students settle in. We use 
my pickup truck to help students furnish their apartments 
[with] purchases from places like Wal-Mart, secondhand stores 
and the Vanderbilt surplus store. 

Mouzon Siddiqi
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Our office has quarterly birthday parties to celebrate 
students’ birthdays, a fall picnic, a Valentine’s party and a 
celebration for student employee appreciation week. We invite 
students over to our house whenever we can manage it. They 
know that they are always welcome. Our office strives to be 
a very friendly, welcoming place. It not only is a place for 
students to come for assistance, but a place to study and hang 
out. If we don’t see students for a few days—maybe a week or 
so—we check to make sure they are okay.

My husband helps students buy cars and assists the Muslim 
students in finding places that sell halal meat [adhering to 
Islamic dietary practices]. He also cooks halal meat for the 
awards dinner in the spring.  

how does it feel to be the 2009 recipient of the  
Commodore award?

I was overwhelmed and humbled. There are so, so many 
deserving employees. I never imagined I would receive this 
award! It is the greatest honor I could ever have. I will always 
cherish the award, but most of all, the wonderful, unselfish and 
thoughtful people, with whom I work, who made this possible.

What activities do you enjoy outside of work?  
I like having a garden (although my husband does all the work) 
and I love to swim. In the fall, I am a football junkie. My dad 
played for the University of Alabama and football is in my blood.

My husband and I spend many weekends in Atlanta with our  
daughter, son-in-law and our two grandsons (ages 6 and 2)— 
the delight of our lives. We also enjoy spending lots of time 
with our Afghan family and friends in Nashville. Aside from 
family gatherings, I would have to say the most fun I have is 
hanging out with my GPED family. It keeps me young! 

i love meeting students at the airport when they 
arrive. i look forward to seeing the students’ 
faces for the first time and welcoming them  
to Nashville and to Vanderbilt.

JoHn russell
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tony N. Brown’s office is in Garland hall, exactly 

where one might expect to find a scholar in the College 

of Arts and Science. But the associate professor of 

sociology might not be in, as his teaching, research 

projects and secondary appointments take him all 

over campus.

It’s a good thing he has no real commute. All of campus is acces-
sible by foot or bike from his apartment on the second floor of a 
first-year residence hall.

In fall 2008, Brown and his partner, Chase Lesane-Brown, 
research assistant professor in the Department of Psychology and 
Human Development, moved into Hank Ingram House with 290 
Vanderbilt first-year students and 10 resident advisers. “Hank’s 
House,” as it is known, is one of 10 residences on The Commons, 
Vanderbilt’s first-year student living-learning community.

In addition to residential amenities, students experience unique 
programs designed by their faculty head of house in collaboration 
with resident advisers. During the 2009-2010 year, Hank’s House 
hosted more than 40 such programs, some academic, some social, 
but most a blend of the two. That’s in addition to the Browns’ apart-
ment hours (known as First Fridays), when their apartment door 
opens to residents seeking a home-cooked meal or impromptu 
conversations about politics, sports, career paths or whatever.

“When I leave Garland Hall, I often tell people ‘Now I’ve got 
to go to work,’ ” Brown says. He likens the house programs to a 
smorgasbord for residents. “The faculty heads have provided this 
educational and social buffet and you can eat as much as you want, 
or as little as you want.”

Brown realizes that not all residents will pick up a plate at that 
buffet. He believes only a third will take advantage of “having a 
faculty member who lives in the building and has vast knowledge 
about university life, faculty life, and how to find a path in life.”  

The rest are focused on studying or partying. “But I realize that 
we’ve been spectacularly successful (in integrating with students on 
The Commons),” he says. “Getting one-third to embrace the life of 
the mind is amazing.”

Frequent Knocks on the door
The faculty head of Hank’s House has developed a greater apprecia-
tion of students and their life stories, even if it takes a vast amount 
of commitment. In addition to interacting through programs and 
dinner in the communal dining room, there are frequent knocks 
on the apartment door. The Browns live in a spacious apartment 
with a large TV that often becomes the spot for watching sporting 
events. The couple’s two pet bunnies—Memphis and Sakkara—are 
also popular draws. “Having the bunnies is a really good way to get 
some of the students to come over to the apartment,” Lesane-Brown 
says. “They’ll come and say, ‘I just want to hang out with the bun-
nies.’ Sometimes it’s an excuse for them to come over and talk about 
a real issue.”

Having the Browns at hand eased the transition to university life, 
says Lauren Koenig, a member of the Class of ’12, which was the 
first to experience The Commons. “Whenever I stop by, they always 
want to know what’s going on both inside and outside of my classes,” 
the junior says. “They’ve also provided some really helpful advice 
that I’ve taken to heart over the past two years.”

Tony Brown thrives on research, teaching,     service, learning…oh, and mentoring 290 first-year students.
by sandy sMitH
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Katharine Donato, chair of the Department of Sociology, 
believes that The Commons is a powerful classroom. “Tony has an 
opportunity to have an informal classroom setting, one on one, five 
on one, at all times of the day and night. It’s enormously helpful 
to him as a scholar and a teacher and a person,” she says. “There’s 
only so much learning that happens in the classroom. Outside of 
the classroom is where Tony and Chase have been able to insert 
themselves in important ways.”

Their open door also has demystified professors, says Mengting 
Ren, also a member of the inaugural Commons Class of ’12. “My 
friends and I were hesitant to go in at first, scared that there would 
be nothing to talk about in a professor’s apartment. Instead we found 
ourselves rocking out to Rock Band or Guitar Hero, and staying up 
until 2 a.m. watching Blu-ray movies back to back,” Ren says.

balancing the Workload
Brown and Lesane-Brown, who officially became associate faculty 
head of house in the second year of their Commons immersion, 
balance the workload by splitting tasks and delegation. There must 
still be time for research and teaching. Brown conducts research 

into mental health and racial and ethnic relations, and he is known 
for excelling with quantitative methods and survey design. His 
expertise has made him a popular collaborator for any number of 
research projects, including a major survey study of black-white 
health disparities in Nashville. 

In addition, he’s one of four sociology professors who edit 
sociology’s most prestigious journal, the American Sociological 
Review, now located at Vanderbilt. That means reading hundreds of 
manuscripts and shepherding diverse research through the publica-
tion channel. Though it ranks as a third full-time job, it is an honor.

“I’m too young to be doing it,” says Brown, who came to Vander-
bilt in 2001. “This is something that’s reserved for the big names and 
eminent scholars in the field. Yet I’m now in a position to observe 
the production of science from the inside. I’m reading about topics 
way outside my specialty area. It’s so rich, so exciting, so stimulating 
to see your discipline from this vantage point and it’s empowering 
to shape the future research agenda of sociology.”

The journal is yet another avenue in which Brown finds himself 
learning. “Constant learning: It’s like Popeye and spinach. The more 
I get, the more connected I feel, the more alive I feel,” he says.

“when i leave Garland hall, 
i often tell people ‘Now i’ve 
got to go to work.’”

Opposite: Tony Brown at dinner with first-year students.  
Above: At home in the Browns’ Hank Ingram House apartment. 
Right: The house’s 2009 Race for the Cure team.
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uPclose   by Mardy Fones

n the College of Arts and Science, if you’re going to 

study earth and environmental sciences (eeS), you 

get out of the classroom. 

So in the Cascade Range of Washington State, Professor Calvin 
Miller and his students examine Mount St. Helens. Beside a river 
in Bangladesh, Associate Professors Jonathan Gilligan and Steven 
Goodbred Jr. help students try to find answers to that country’s 
fresh water needs. And in frozen Antarctica, Professor Molly Miller 
tracks environmental changes in the face of global warming.

As wide ranging as those topics and locations seem, they are all 
part of how the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences 
studies, teaches and interprets Earth’s history—its age and origin 
as recorded in rocks and the landscape—as well as how geological 
processes affect modern environmental and ecological systems. 

“This department is a gem,” says David Furbish, chair of the 
department. “The faculty is spectacular. We’re getting applications 
from students that match those at the best schools.” Faculty mem-
bers are consistent in receiving grants, including funding from the 
National Science Foundation (NSF). “We’re not surprised when 
people from NSF ask us to serve on science review panels—a mea-
sure of the respect that these folks, representing the Earth sciences 
community, hold for the accomplishments and perspective of our 
faculty,” Furbish says. “We may be small but we’re also fierce.”

At the core of the department’s international reputation are 
quality research and teamwork. Most research projects involve 
collaborations with other EES faculty, Vanderbilt scholars, top 
researchers worldwide and students. Graduate students are drawn 
by the department’s small, personal size and its faculty’s reputation 
for significant research in which students are coauthors. 

The interdisciplinary culture of collaboration ranked high in 
drawing Assistant Professor Larisa DeSantis to the department  
in 2009. DeSantis, whose area of expertise is mammalian fossils,  
studies how past climate change affected mammals and their 
environments. 

“EES is an ideal place to integrate geological and biological 
disciplines with the flexibility to ask biological questions using the 
fossil record,” DeSantis says. “Students here continually challenge 
me to communicate the broader implications of current Earth and 
environmental science research, connecting my work to fields span-
ning the sciences to the humanities.” 

Collaboration is Key
In conjunction with Professors Calvin Miller and John Ayers, 
Assistant Professor Guilherme Gualda is studying a volcanic erup-
tion that buried parts of the Southwest in ash 18 million years ago. 
The trio is exploring volcanic forces with a particular eye for ancient 
eruptions, their causes and impact, and what they tell about today’s 
eruptions. Gualda focuses on how magma chambers form and fac-
tors leading to volcanic eruptions, Ayers studies how earth materials 
behave geochemically under high pressure and temperatures, and 
Miller concentrates on ancient magma systems. 

“Collaboration is an explicit goal of the department—no isolation. 
Multiple people thinking about a problem in different ways benefits 
everyone,” Gualda says. “Having two to three people interacting 
brings different perspectives.” His research draws in graduate and 
undergraduate students, and he reaches out to faculty whose inter-
est in the formation of the Earth’s crust mesh with his. The EES pro-
fessors says this approach gives students opportunities to learn and 
work in different areas, which can broaden their post-graduation 
employment options. 

“People who collaborate spread their enthusiasm,” Calvin 
Miller says. “People who have diverse experiences have more job 
opportunities.”

Miller is an expert on Earth materials, particularly those rocks 
derived from magma that has cooled and solidified below the 
Earth’s surface. Fieldwork by Miller and his students at Mount St. 
Helens has uncovered rich data about the evolution of the recently 
active volcano. Miller also works with Furbish, an expert in fluid 
dynamics and geomorphology, on a study of how magmas and 
particles interact within magma chambers.

EES researchers study Earth’s history while the planet is still making it.
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Furbish’s fluid studies also tie in with Molly Miller’s landmark 
work two continents away. New faculty member Dan Morgan, 
senior lecturer in EES, also interacts with Miller as he studies 
configuration and evolution of rocks and landforms in Antarctic 
dry valleys. Miller’s ongoing research in Antarctica is revealing how 
sediment is delivered to coastal areas and how sea creatures beneath 
the ice modify the sediment. Concurrently, she tracks environmen-
tal changes on the continent in the face of global warming.

environmental Change and sustainability
Currently, the department is seeing increased interest in the envi-
ronment and sustainability. “As Earth scientists, we work both in the 
present and the past, which gives us a unique perspective,” Furbish 
says. “Climate change is front and center in students’ worldview. 
EES continues to broaden its scope in this direction.”

In the spring semester 2010, students came face-to-face with 
the impact of Earth issues on climate change and sustainability 
through a multidisciplinary EES seminar called Water and Social 
Justice in Bangladesh. During the course, faculty and students 
from the College of Arts and Science, School of Engineering 
and Peabody College traveled to Bangladesh with Goodbred and 

Gilligan. The team toured the country, met with Bangladeshi rep-
resentatives and discussed solutions to the South Asian country’s 
dire freshwater needs. 

The trip tied both to Goodbred’s climate change-related research 
on the formation of deltas by major rivers draining from the 
nearby Himalayas and to Gilligan’s work as associate director of 
the Vanderbilt Climate Change Research Network. Working in a 
multidisciplinary environment, network members produce theoretical 
and applied research on the impact of individual and household 
behavior on greenhouse gases. Gilligan’s emphasis is the intersec-
tion of transdisciplinary environmental problems—issues that com-
bine scientific, technical, social, political and ethical concerns—and 
helping students prepare to solve them.

That’s ultimately the work of EES, Furbish says. “So many of the 
challenges the world faces fundamentally involve breaking down 
barriers, bringing the expertise and perspectives of many people 
and fields to finding solutions,” he says. “Ours is the quintessential 
interdisciplinary science, providing vital perspectives on how 
Earth’s physical and geochemical templates simultaneously sustain 
and threaten life and influence human interactions with Earth.”

“earth scientists…work both 
in the present and the past.” 

—David furbish 

Opposite: Observing fishermen on Bangladesh’s fragile waterways. Above, 
clockwise from top left: Heading toward Mount St. Helens’ active lava dome; 
in the field in Nevada; home base in Antarctica; rocks formed within a 
magma chamber that erupted 16 million years ago.
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greatMINDS  by niCK broWn, Class oF 2011

sat in the semifinals of the american debate 

association national tournament. My debate part-

ner, Cameron norris, avidly clicked away on his 

computer, preparing in case we advanced. directly 

across from us, our two opponents from liberty 

university hunched over their computers doing the 

same. in the back of the room, three judges quietly 

deliberated who had won the round. i gazed out the 

window, too nervous to even think. i could hardly 

believe how far we’d come.

inexperienced but Competitive
I came to Vanderbilt with just one year of high school policy debate 
experience (most collegiate debaters have three to four), and during 
my freshman year, my lack of experience showed. Somehow I was 
partnered with Phil Rappmund, BA’08, the debate squad’s senior 
varsity member. I debated with him at the SEC District tournament. 
This tournament was hugely important for Phil—it determined 
whether he would qualify to compete in the National Debate Tour-
nament (another national title) his senior year. He didn’t. I knew I’d 
stopped him. Policy debate is a two-on-two match, and it’s impos-
sible to succeed without a good partner. 

But from that failure rose an insatiable desire in me to win—at 
all costs. After Phil graduated, I met Cameron Norris, a junior from 
Knoxville, Tenn. With a shaved head and sporadic facial hair, he 
had an intense look about him. He loved debate. I’ve never met any-
one with such a fierce desire to compete and we decided to become 
partners. I knew that even if we weren’t the most finessed duo, we’d 
at least be the hardest working. 

the underdogs
We were the underdogs, of course. When the school year started, we 
had to work to keep up with larger, more experienced varsity squads. 

Cameron had only as much experience as I, and we had only 
two other varsity members to help us, juniors Richard Waller and 
Brian Abrams. Compared to schools like Harvard or Emory, which 
often have squads with 15 or more debaters, we knew the odds were 
stacked against us.

Luckily, though, we had help.  The squad hired a former debater, 
Christian “Seds” Sedelmyer, as an assistant debate coach. From afar, 
Phil and former debater Houston Shaner, BA’09, helped us research 
and develop arguments even after they’d graduated. Of course, M.L. 
Sandoz, the school’s debate director and senior lecturer in commu-
nication studies, constantly kept us on track and pushed us to strive 
for success. Still, winning a national championship seemed about as 
likely as the Commodores winning the Rose Bowl. 

After one particularly disappointing tournament at Wake Forest, 
Seds forced Cameron and me to play a game of chess against him.  
Cameron and I took turns moving our pieces, learning to think and 
act a team and rely on each other. 

Cameron and I retooled and competed in the 2010 Berkeley 
Debate Tournament, placing among the top 16 varsity debate teams. 
We could hardly believe it. I still remember Will Repko, a legendary 
debate coach from Michigan State, passing us in the hall and saying, 

“Great tournament, you guys.” 

a shot at the nationals?
But in this moment at the ADA National Tournament semifinals,  
I simply waited. The judges finally announced their decision. We 
had won! I looked to Cameron, smiling to congratulate him, but  
he was already packing up to relocate for the final round. “Let’s go!” 
he barked. 

The final round. A national championship on the line. As we 
fought off exhaustion, we made our way to the auditorium. Across 
from us sat our opponents, University of Mary Washington’s top 

Can an Underdog Debate Team Argue Its Way to a National Championship? 
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team of Kallmeyer and Susko. As defending ADA National 
champions and one of the top ten debate teams in the 
country, they were intimidating adversaries. 

Everything moved in slow motion as our opponents 
readied their evidence, set their timers and prepared to start. 

“THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
SHOULD...” the words rang out. No turning back now. 
Susko moved back and forth, words spewing from his 
mouth. They argued that we should eliminate its land-
based nuclear missiles to help stop nuclear proliferation. 
Minutes later, Cameron returned fire. We countered that 
these missiles were key to our security, that proliferation 
was a manageable risk, and that the president needed to 
focus on passing health care reform rather than on con-
troversial defense cuts.  Just seconds after Cameron’s first 
speech, Kallmeyer shot off his responses like a machine. 

 “Dude, I don’t know how to answer this argument. I’ve 
never heard it before,” Cameron whispered. I couldn’t recall  
Cameron ever saying those words. I stared at him. “Well, can  
you do it?” I asked. He paused. “Yeah, I think so.” A gamble.  
Cameron and I gave our mid-round speeches as the debate  
passed the halfway mark. 

Susko started, and I watched the timer ticking down. He fired 
off arguments. Our opponents had built their argumentative fort, 
and the time had come for me to knock it down. This was my 
final speech. Whether the national championship belonged to us 
depended on the next six minutes. 

I shut everything else out. Cameron gave me a brief nod. I 
sharply inhaled, and then fiercely spoke as persuasively as I could.  

Pure Force of argument
It’s an odd thing giving a debate speech. You think, but only instinc-
tively. Your brain is processing information and your mouth is say-
ing it, but you do so almost unconsciously. I hardly remember what 
I said in my speech. I felt nothing but the pure force of argument. 

After the speech, 
sweat dripped down my 
forehead. I looked at my 
notes, scanning for flaws. But it was done. As I moved to sit down,  
I will never forget what Cameron said. He whispered, “That was the 
best speech I’ve ever heard you give.” 

As we waited, I ate for the first time that day, now-cold Chinese 
food I’d forgotten to eat earlier. I kept nervously glancing at the 
judges. Their demeanor told me the debate was extremely close. 

Over an hour passed. Finally, the debate judges prepared to 
announce their decision. I held my breath. “The winner of the 2010 
American Debate Association National Tournament…” 

“…is Vanderbilt University.” Shocked, I stood up and hugged 
Cameron. We’d done it. Against the hurdles of limited experience, 
past setbacks and strained resources, this scrappy team from Van-
derbilt prevailed. We won a national championship!

Nick Brown and Cameron Norris still have a year of college debat-
ing left. They’re working harder than ever, and want to bring more 
national titles back to Vanderbilt and the College of Arts and Science.  

I hardly remember what 
I said in my speech. I 
felt nothing but the pure 
force of argument. 

Clockwise from top: Cameron Norris 
(left) and Brown research arguments 
during a debate; the author; Brown 
using plastic tubs full of research  
materials as a makeshift podium.
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rescuing history
CRuMBlINg WIth agE, 
attaCKED By INSECtS aND at 
RISK fRoM ClIMatE aND othER 
DaMagE, historic records of africans 

in the americas were 
at risk of being lost 
entirely. Professor of 
History Jane landers 
and a team of interna-
tional scholars set out 
to digitally preserve 
the oldest black and 
indian records in the 
hemisphere. since the 

ecclesiastical and secular sources for 
slave societies project began, materials 
from Cuba, brazil and Colombia have 
been preserved for researchers in digital 
form. landers continues to direct the proj-
ect, with the digital files stored at vander-
bilt’s Jean and alexander Heard library. 

what if Darwinism 
and religion Got 
Along?
DID lIfE BEgIN IN thE gaRDEN 
of EDEN, aS thE BIBlE SayS, 
oR IN a PREhIStoRIC PRIMoR-
DIal SWaMP?  Can you believe in 
creation and darwin? in his new book, 
Creation and Evolution, lenn good-
man, andrew W. Mellon Professor in the 
Humanities, says the two viewpoints are 

BriefS

Spare the Rod and Signal Your Politics
WatCh thE NExt tIME you aRE 
IN taRgEt aND a ChIlD thRoWS 
a taNtRuM NEaRBy.  The way the 
parents respond could tell you if they are 
conservative or liberal. Research by Profes-
sor of Political Science Marc Hetherington 
indicates some people signal their political 
preferences through their actions, whether 
or not they mean to—from spanking a child 
to questioning authority and established 
ways of doing things.

In the book Authoritarianism & 
Polarization in American Politics, Marc 
Hetherington and co-author Jonathan 
Weiler explore the connection between vot-
ing patterns and attitudes toward authority. 
They discovered that those who possess 
higher levels of authoritarianism tend to 
vote conservatively.

“Authoritarians tend to see the world in 
concrete, black-and-white terms and have 
a stronger than average need for a sense of 
order,” Hetherington says. “Those who score 
lower regarding this cluster of attitudes are 
more comfortable with viewing the world 

in ambiguous shades of gray. They are often 
more tolerant of differing opinions.”

On the other end of the spectrum are 
liberals who have less regard for authority. 
In terms of child raising, they de-emphasize 
discipline and obedience and encourage 
creativity and questions. 

“If partisans can’t even agree on a funda-
mental issue like the best way to raise kids, you 
can imagine how tough it might be to reach 
compromises on some of the most important 
political issues on the agenda,” he says.

Those divisive issues include gay rights, 
immigration and support for the war in Iraq.

While most people can be described as 
either basically liberal or basically conserva-
tive, few are wholly in one group or another. 
Even a staunch conservative like President 
George W. Bush showed his liberal leaning 
occasionally—his position on immigration 
reform reflected the views of someone with 
a lower amount of authoritarianism.

Polarization is at an all-time high in 
American politics—and with these funda-
mental differences between the two sides, 
coming together might be harder than ever.

(continued opposite)
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BriefS  
not mutually exclusive. Fundamentalism— 
on both ends of the spectrum—can 
present a misleading point of view, he 
believes. “thinking that way can obscure 
the real biblical message and also distort 
the deepest insights and richest findings of 
darwinian science,” goodman says. 

trash talk
tEll thE tRuth—Do you 
RECyClE PlaStIC WatER 
BottlES oR toSS thEM IN thE 
tRaSh?  does your state have a law 
mandating recycling? such laws greatly 
increase recycling, according to a national 
study by W. Kip viscusi, university distin-
guished Professor of law, economics and 
Management.

“What was really surprising is that 
recycling laws and bottle deposits have a 
dramatic impact when they are effective. a 
person who formerly recycled zero to two 
bottles out of 10 will jump to recycling 8 to 
10 bottles out of 10 when these policies 
take effect,” viscusi says.

If you haVEN’t looKED at a  
PERIoDIC taBlE of thE ElEMENtS 
SINCE hIgh SChool ChEMIStRy 
ClaSS, you MIght BE SuRPRISED 
to lEaRN that It haS ChaNgED 
quItE a BIt.  The discovery of new 
superheavy elements in the last few years 
means there are additions to the chart.

One of those new elements, 
no. 117, was discovered by 
an international team of 
scientists, including 
two from the College 
of Arts and Science—
Joseph H. Hamilton, 
Landon C. Garland 
Distinguished Professor 
of Physics, and Akunuri 
V. Ramayya, professor 
of physics. Other groups 
involved in the discovery 
are the Joint Institute for 
Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia; 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory; and the 
Research Institute for Advanced Reactors, 
Dimitrovgrad, Russia.

Element 117, which now goes by unun-
septium (Latin for 117), has the distinction 
of being the world’s heaviest element and 
one of the most newsworthy.

“There have been more than 250 articles 
in newspapers around the world because 
people just have an interest in the chemical 
periodic table and the elements,” Hamilton 
says. “These discoveries broaden our 
understanding of the basic building blocks 
of the world around us.”

New superheavy elements may have 
practical applications in the near future.

“These elements may prove very useful as 
new compact energy sources because after 
they decay, they undergo fission,” Hamilton 
says. “When they undergo fission, they give 
off an enormous amount of energy and lots 
of neutrons.”

Another element that 
undergoes spontaneous 

fission—Californium 
252—is currently used 

as an energy source in 
oil well exploration, 
space probes and the 
space shuttle. The 
superheavy elements 

would give off even 
more energy.

 “Another reason  
to study these elements  

is that they may have a dif-
ferent chemistry than is expected,” 

Hamilton says. “This opens up a new area 
of study that’s unexplored at the present 
time and I think that it will capture people’s 
imaginations to see that there are new 
chemical behaviors that, in a sense, have 
been predicted but not seen.”

The name of element 117 is going to 
change, says Hamilton, who played a key 
role in the element’s discovery. “I was 
crucial in getting the group together and 
in getting the 249Bk target essential for the 
discovery,” he says modestly. “As a result of 
that, I’m going to get to name the element. 
I can’t tell you the name, but it will bring 
distinction to the region.” 

Heaviest in the World
(continued…)
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the battle erupts every time the economy 

nosedives: skills training versus education. with 

unemployment high and the future uncertain, 

should students focus on a trade or a broad-

based education?

Employers, corporate recruiters and education experts say 
short-term thinking will cost you in job growth and lifetime 
income potential. 

Their preference? The liberal arts education. 
Long on critical thinking, writing, communication, 

problem solving, and development of analysis and synthesis 
of data, a liberal arts education fosters a capacity for lifelong 
professional success.

“Especially in bad economic times, the argument about 
skills training versus a liberal arts education emerges,” says 
Sarah Igo, associate professor of history and co-director of 
the National Forum on the Future of Liberal Education. 
“But technology and skills become outmoded quickly. What 
doesn’t is the ability to think on your feet, assess problems 
critically and develop innovative solutions. These are the 
foundations of a liberal arts education.”

Kenan Arkan, BA’04, MBA’06, and a member of Goldman 
Sachs Private Wealth Management service, agrees. “Anyone 
can be taught to run numbers,” Arkan says. “But what you 
can’t do on the job is teach someone how to think about the 
world, to have intellectual curiosity.”

Arkan says while his MBA might boost his credibility in 
the business world, it is his undergraduate degree in political 
science that fuels his professional growth. “I was working 
with a client starting a bank focusing on southern European 
customers. From my classes at Vanderbilt, we were able 
to talk about the historical ties people in that region have 
and what their motivations to patronize a bank would be,” 

he says. “To be successful, you have to understand people’s 
motivations, not just their financial needs. Fundamentally, 
my job is about asking the right questions and then using 
that information to help a client find a solution.”

Arkan, who also serves as a member of Goldman Sachs’ 
recruitment team, says the company recruits liberal arts 
graduates like him. “We want people who have a global 
perspective, who have an interest in the world around them, 
people who have depth and breadth and aren’t constrained by 
their education…people who speak and think intelligently,” 
Arkan says.

Communicate and think
John Kuhnle, PhD’71, is a recruiter specializing in educa-
tional placements for the executive placement firm, Korn 
Ferry. He says skills are great, but people who lack the ability 
to communicate intelligently lose out. “You can’t distinguish 
between clear writing and clear thinking,” says Kuhnle, who 
earned his doctorate in English. “Oral and written skills are 
the passports to success. Absent those, people are perma-
nently hampered and their careers thwarted.”

A recent study for the Association of American Colleges 
and Universities affirms Kuhnle and Arkan’s experiences. 
Surveying more than 300 companies about the qualities they 
seek in employees, researchers reported:

90 percent are asking employees to take on more  
responsibilities and to use a broader set of skills.
81 percent believe students who are able to research  
and conduct evidence-based analysis pay off.
84 percent endorse requiring senior projects as a way  
to prepare new graduates for work success.
The survey found employers want people who have a 

wide range of skills and higher levels of learning to meet the 
increasingly complex demands of the workplace. A majority 
of those surveyed encourage colleges to emphasize written  

whatemployerswant
   by Mardy Fones

Why a liberal arts education matters in tough economic times.
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and oral communication; critical thinking and analytic  
reasoning; the application of knowledge and skills in real-
world settings; problem solving; ethical decision making;  
and teamwork skills.

What Matters
“A liberal arts education teaches you how to think and work 
outside settled patterns. It produces doubt, examination and 
skepticism,” Igo says. “That’s the way we reform our world 
and develop new ideas.”

As co-director of National Forum on the Future of Liberal 
Education, Igo leads research and discussions about the liberal 
arts. Forum membership consists of more than 70 rising 
academic stars selected in a nationwide search of the sciences, 
social sciences and humanities at top American research uni-
versities. The prestigious three-year program seeks to identify 
and prepare a core national group of emerging academic lead-
ers to guide the future of the liberal arts.

“The real contributions to our society come from under-
standing the ways in which social and political systems 
interact, of critical thinking and skeptical questioning,” Igo 
says. “These qualities produce new knowledge, the ability to 
adapt and improve, to communicate, to analyze and to make 
ethical judgments that impact society.”

Proven leaders
To power up their success, liberal arts majors should enhance 
their potential with practical internships and leadership 
experience, the experts say.

As a student, Arkan interned with companies ranging 
from Smith Barney and USAirways to Goldman Sachs. 
He’s adamant that the workplace experience and leadership 
opportunities he had set the stage for his current job. 

“Candidates with more experience in an actual corporate 
role have the upper hand,” Arkan says. “Even if the experi-
ence is in an unrelated sector, candidates can have success (in 
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job interviews) by contrasting their previous role with what 
they are applying for to show a depth of understanding.”

Companies that look to the College of Arts and Science 
for new employees say leadership experience is key. “We 
look for people who have taken the lead, whether it’s in an 
internship or a community activity,” says Keturah Akida 
Henderson, a recruiter with Deloitte. “We like people who 
are versatile, who can use technology, yes, but who perform 
well in front of the client.”

Deloitte’s preference for liberal arts graduates emerges 
from their ability to analyze, to be proactive, and above all, 
to learn. “We train new graduates. We don’t expect them 
to come in knowing advanced software,” Henderson says. 
“What we want is people with a hunger for learning—people 
who can understand client problems and come up with ways 
to solve them that are creative, focused and goal-driven.”

disciplined Problem solvers
Personal and professional discipline is another employment-
tipping factor. A high GPA is expected, but advantage goes 
to candidates with broad and fulfilling interests. If job 
candidates are also marathon runners or have long volunteer 
records in community service, that makes them stand out. 

“We’re always looking for evidence of discipline,” says 
Stevie Toepke, director of recruiting for Harris Williams,  
one of the nation’s largest mergers and acquisitions advisers.  
“A good GPA plus a full resume tells us you can balance 
a lot and set priorities. We’re looking for well-rounded 
candidates.”

During job interviews with both Harris Williams and 
Deloitte, candidates are presented with case studies and asked 
to talk about how they’d handle particular business situa-
tions. This assesses the candidates’ ability to think on their 
feet and problem solve creatively, Toepke says.

Harris Williams’ hires face a steep learning curve on 
the business side, but Toepke says liberal arts graduates are 
positioned to take the new material and make it their own. 

“An ideal candidate for us is one who has a strong edu-
cational foundation plus the great classes that come with a 
liberal arts degree,” Toepke says.

you asked and we responded. 
For the first time, charitable remainder 

unitrusts can be invested with 

Vanderbilt’s endowment.  

That means you benefit from the 

strategy, returns and oversight of  

our investment team.

 

Establish a charitable remainder 

unitrust. Let Vanderbilt manage your 

gift while you enjoy quarterly  

payments, a one-time tax deduction 

and the satisfaction of supporting 

 the College of Arts and Science. 

Learn more by calling Vanderbilt’s 

Planned Giving professionals at  

(615) 343-3113 or (888) 758-1999, or 

email at plannedgiving@vanderbilt.edu.

you
“we want people who have a global 
perspective, who have an interest in the 
world around them, people who have 
depth and breadth and aren’t constrained 
by their education.” 

–Kenan Arkan, BA’04, mBA’06
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Kafka on the Shore by Haruki Murakami 
(the Japanese title is Umibe no Kafuka)

Gentle Japanese (language): The expressions that 
cannot be translated into English by rumi sei

 —Keiko Nakajima, senior lecturer 
in Japanese

Drive: The Surprising Truth About What  
Motivates Us by daniel H. Pink

Truckpatch: A Farmer’s Odyssey by Ward sinclair 
(wonderful, twain-like reading—written by my late 
uncle, a writer for the Washington Post. i’ve read 
this many times and am reading it again— 
it speaks to the seasons so well.)

Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise 
and the Brain by John J. ratey and eric Hagerman

Made By Hand: Searching For Meaning in a  
Throwaway World by Mark Frauenfelder

New York Times (daily)

 —Connie Sinclair, program coordinator, 
Curb Center for Art, Enterprise and  
Public Policy 

Miracle in the Andes by nando Parrado

Generation Kill by evan Wright 

The Sun Also Rises by ernest Hemingway

 —Christian Anthony Lehr, senior, history

Critique of Pure Reason by immanuel Kant (audio)

Lectures on Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason 
by J. M. bernstein (audio)

The Epistle to the Romans by Karl barth

 —Matt Pagan, senior, art studio

On War by Carl von Clausewitz, edited by 
anatol rapoport 

Memorial Day by vince Flynn 

 —Joel Walden, junior, communication 
studies and economics 

A Gilded Lapse of Time by gjertrud schnackenberg 

 —Christopher M. S. Johns, Norman L. and 
Roselea J. Goldberg Professor of History

Meg Risen serves as the education coordinator for 
the managerial studies program. In addition to reading  
the new york times, House beautiful magazine and 
Gawker.com regularly, she’s just finished:

A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do Again 
by david Foster Wallace

Moneyball by Michael lewis

Baltimore’s Alley Houses by Mary ellen Hayward

Shop Class As Soulcraft by Matthew b. Crawford 

The Works: Anatomy of a City by Kate ascher

openBooK

steve green

fiction, nonfiction, poetry, classics and new works—  
Arts and Science people are captivated by writing in  
all formats: printed, online, audio and even e-books.
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Having a conversation with Shirley ogletree Corriher, 

BA’56, is like taking a ride on a verbal roller coaster. 

her voice swoops and swirls, plunges downward and 

then rises to a crescendo. her words roll clicketyclack 

down the track and her stories, often as not, end with 

a belly laugh. 

Corriher has a lot to be happy about these days. The one-time 
single mother of three who supported herself with a paper route is 
an international culinary phenomenon with two best-selling books 
(CookWise and BakeWise) to her name and a dance card filled 
with cooking demonstrations, television appearances and speak-
ing engagements. If that’s not enough, her face will soon grace the 
packaging of a new flour from Tenda-Bake.

Corriher grew up in Atlanta and spent a lot of time in her grand-
mother’s kitchen. Milking cows and going into the yard to wring 
a chicken’s neck were normal activities. She graduated from high 
school in just three years and came to Vanderbilt where she majored 
in chemistry at the College of Arts and Science. After graduating 
cum laude, she worked at Vanderbilt as a research chemist and sup-
ported her first husband as he completed graduate school.

Her next move was back to Atlanta where she and her husband 
opened a boarding school for boys, with Corriher in charge of the 
kitchen. Cooking didn’t come naturally.

“I went crazy at first scrambling eggs in the school. I had this big 
old skillet and I would stand there and crack a dozen eggs in the 
pan and then I would sigh and put it on the heat and stand there 
and scrape like crazy,” she says. “Because I was using a cold skillet, 
those eggs—liquid protein—went into every nook and cranny of the 
pan. When I heated it, I literally cooked the eggs into the pan and 
ended up with this knotty pile of mess.”

Kitchen Chemistry 101
Explaining the science behind recipes made chemistry graduate Shirley Corriher an international cooking star.
by Cindy tHoMsen

Corriher demonstrates how to fry just about anything on Jimmy Kimmel Live. From left, Adam Carolla, Snoop Dogg, Corriher and Kimmel.

abC/randy tePPer



Chemistry for Cooks
Fortunately for Corriher—and the schoolboys—her mother-in-law 
visited and taught her to heat the pan first so that the eggs cook 
on the surface of the skillet. Corriher took that lesson to heart and 
explains how it can help inexperienced cooks.

“Heating the pan first is the key to cooking meat. Say you have 
two chicken breasts—you put them in the hot pan and they’re 
literally stuck to the pan. But this is the Zen moment—you have to 
think happy thoughts and be at peace with the universe. Have a sip 
of zinfandel, BUT DON’T TOUCH THE CHICKEN BREASTS!” 
she says. 

“As soon as they realize their food is stuck, new cooks will start 
scraping frantically. Get over it!” she commands. “It takes a full 
90 seconds, which is an eternity, but eventually the proteins will 
coagulate—they hook together and form a light tan surface—and 
the chicken releases all by itself.” 

The story is Corriher in a nutshell—present her with a cooking or 
baking problem and she’ll tell you why it happened and how you can  
fix it. She credits the College of Arts and Science with giving her both  
the science and communications skills that fuel her success today.

“Most people would not associate cooking with Vanderbilt, but 
my chemistry and English backgrounds both serve me well,” she 
says. “I probably took as many hours in English as I did in chemis-
try and I was the editor of the literary magazine, The Phoenix. I use 
not only my major, but everything I learned at Vanderbilt.”

the mad Scientist of the Kitchen
Corriher’s marriage ended and so did her job at the boys’ school. 
The mother of three found herself struggling to make ends meet, 
even working a paper route for money. Then she won cooking  
lessons at Rich’s Cooking School in Atlanta and came to the 
attention of the school’s founder, legendary Southern cook and 
award-winning cookbook author Nathalie Dupree. If a cake failed 
to rise or a vegetable turned mushy, Corriher used her chemistry 
background to explain why. It didn’t take long for Dupree to turn to 
Corriher with food science questions. Dupree soon hired the newly 
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When she is at home, Corriher keeps it simple with recipes like this one for 
fresh asparagus, which corresponds beautifully with the fresh fish recipe.

Simple Elegance—Four-Minute Asparagus
Perfectly cooked, gorgeous bright green asparagus literally in minutes

W h at  t h i s  R e c i p e  s h o W s

The chlorophyll in green vegetables remains bright green if vegetables are 

cooked less than seven minutes. Lemon zest is used to give a fresh lemon 

taste without the acidity of the lemon juice, which turns cooked green veg-

etables yucky army drab.

1 pound fresh asparagus, rinsed in cold water 

3 tablespoons olive oil  

1/2 teaspoon salt, sea salt if possible

1/2 teaspoon sugar

zest (grated peel) of [one] lemon (optional)

1. With one hand at the root end of an asparagus stalk and the other hand 3/4 

of the way up the shaft, gently bend. The asparagus will snap where the 

tough portion ends.

2. Spread asparagus out on a jelly roll pan. Drizzle with oil, then roll asparagus 

to coat all sides.

3. Slip under the broiler, about 5 inches away and broil for 4 minutes only. 

Sprinkle with salt and sugar and place on serving platter or individual plates. 

Sprinkle with lemon zest and serve immediately.   

Fresh Fillets With Macadamia Butter
Makes 6 servings

A mild fish like sole, flounder, haddock or orange roughy is a perfect match for 

this delicate topping. A real expert with fish, Susan Jones from Santa Clara 

Beach, Florida, and Hawaii, taught me the joy of macadamia nuts on fish.

W h at  t h i s  R e c i p e  s h o W s

Delicate fish should be cooked briefly to prevent drying out.

6 medium-size mild fish fillets (sole, flounder, orange roughy, halibut)—about 

1 1/2 pounds (680 grams). If the fillets are over 1/2 inch thick, I slice them at 

an angle into 1/2 inch slices.

Salt (sea salt)

2 ounces (about 60 grams) butter

1/2 cup coarsely chopped macadamia nuts

1/4 teaspoon salt

4 sprigs parsley, finely chopped

5 sprigs parsley

1. Preheat oven to 500°F (260°C).

2. Place fillets on a baking sheet. Bake uncovered for 5 minutes. Sprinkle with 

salt and remove to a warm serving platter.

3. While fillets are baking, melt the butter in a large skillet. Add the chopped 

macadamia nuts and cook until lightly browned. Stir 1/4 teaspoon salt in, 

then pour the macadamia nut and butter sauce over the fish fillets. Garnish 

the fillets with chopped parsley. Garnish the platter with parsley sprigs.



divorced Corriher to help at the school and eventually, to teach a 
food science class.

Corriher’s reputation as a food scientist grew and she soon 
found herself in demand as a teacher. Over the years, Julia Child, 
Pillsbury and magazine test kitchens tapped into her expertise. In 
an era of celebrity chefs, Corriher, who still lives in Atlanta, stands 
out because of her chemistry background. You won’t hear Bobby 
Flay or Mario Batali tossing around terms like chlorophyll, hydro-
gen sulfide or peptic substance, but they’re Corriher’s stock in trade 
and the reason she’s called the “mad scientist of the kitchen.”

Keeping green beans green is a favorite topic where Corriher 
uses chemistry to demonstrate a point—and to explain how to keep 
vegetables like fresh asparagus from turning “yucky army drab.”

“When you’re cooking green vegetables, there are three things 
that happen almost all at once. First—there are fine air bubbles 
on the vegetable’s surface. When you heat them, they pop and 
you see the beautiful green that’s underneath,” she explains. “The 
second thing that happens is that the cell walls shrink and the little 
cells start leaking out their insides, and the third thing is the glue 
between the cells—the peptic substance—changes to water soluble 
pectin and dissolves so the cells are leaking and falling apart—it’s 
just mass death and destruction.” (See her solution in the asparagus 
recipe on p. 23.)

teaching and television
If some of these expressions and explanations sound familiar, it may 
be you’ve seen Corriher on television. One of her most memorable 
television appearances was on ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel Live, where 
she was given the task of deep frying a variety of objects including 
a ping-pong ball, chocolate bunnies and a wrist watch. She has also 
made several appearances on the Food Network’s Good Eats with 
Alton Brown. 

“The early shows were filmed in his mother-in-law’s kitchen and 
we didn’t even have scripts,” Corriher says. “We just talked. Thank 
goodness they rerun those over and over—it keeps me out there so 
people in airports recognize me.”

Corriher loves sharing her knowledge—and she 
extends that sharing to her signature biscuit recipe. 
While there are several key characteristics that 
make her biscuits famous, one of the most impor-
tant ones is that she insists on using low-protein 
Southern flour. That insistence and her identifica-
tion with low-protein flour has led to a partnership 
with Tenda-Bake flour, based in North Carolina. 
Packages of its gourmet self-rising flour will soon 
bear Corriher’s name and likeness. 

From BakeWise (p. 151–153):

I do know biscuits. I have made biscuits all over 

the United States and Canada, and as far away 

as Europe. I even got a standing ovation for my 

biscuits at a meeting of food science writers in 

Erice, Sicily. …

 I will, and have, put my biscuits up against 

anyone’s. …

Shirley Corriher’s “Touch-Of-
Grace” Southern Biscuits
Makes 12 to 14 medium biscuits

As a little girl, I followed my grandmother around the 

kitchen. For breakfast, lunch, and dinner she made 

the lightest, most wonderful bis-

cuits in the world. I used her bread 

bowl, her flour, her buttermilk— 

I did everything the same, and I 

shaped the biscuits just like she 

did. But mine always turned out a 

dry, mealy mess. I would cry and 

say, “Nanny, what did I do wrong?” 

She was a very busy woman with 

all my uncles and grandfather to 

feed three meals a day, but she 

would lean down and give me a big 

hug, and say, “Honey, I guess you 

forgot to add a touch of grace.”

 It took me twenty years to figure out what my 

grandmother was doing that I was missing. I 

thought that the dough had to be dry enough to 

shape by hand, but she actually had a very wet 

dough. She sprinkled flour from the front of the bowl 

onto the dough, pinched off a biscuit-size piece, 

and dipped it in the flour. She 

floured the outside of the 

wet dough so that she could 

handle it. This wet dough in 

a hot oven creates steam to 

puff and make feather-light 

biscuits. A wet dough was 

the big secret. Now I make 

biscuits almost as good as 

my grandmother’s, and so 

can you, with a good wet 

dough and a touch of grace.

Shirley Corriher

Tenda-Bake flour now 
sports Corriher’s likeness 
on its packages. 24 fall2010   



Corriher laughs at herself a lot, but behind this self-deprecating 
persona is a bona fide superstar in the culinary galaxy. She has 
twice been honored by the James Beard Foundation, she was named 
a grande dame of Les Dames d’Escoffier International and has 
served on the board of directors of the International Association 
of Culinary Professionals. She crisscrosses the country regularly 
demonstrating her unique brand of kitchen chemistry, and not long 
ago, co-hosted a chemistry of barbecue event during the national 
meeting of the American Chemical Society.

However, even someone as seasoned as Corriher gets thrown for 
a loop occasionally—it happened recently at the Oregon Culinary 
Institute when she realized that she was expected to teach a partici-
pation class instead of her usual demonstration class.

“I’m a big ham up there with my molecules moving around, but 
I’ve never taught a participation class in my life,” she says, relating 
her dismay when she discovered what she was being asked to do. 

“Our names and everything were already printed in the brochure.”
Corriher then saw that the topic of her class had already been 

chosen—Northwest regional ingredients.
“I called my co-teacher and said ‘I know nothing about this.’ He 

said, ‘Well, Shirley, let’s just cook what’s in season.’ I said, ‘Fine, what 
would it be?’ And do you know what he said? Asparagus!

 “Hallelujah, hallelujah!”

W h at  t h i s  R e c i p e  s h o W s  

Low-protein flour helps make tender, moist biscuits.

A very wet dough makes more steam in a hot oven 

and creates lighter biscuits.

Nonstick cooking spray

2 cups (9 oz/255 g) spooned and leveled self-

rising flour (low-protein Southern U.S. flour like 

Tenda-Bake or any self-rising flour)

1/4 cup (1.8 oz/51 g) sugar

1/2 teaspoon (3 g) salt

1/4 cup (1.6 oz/45 g) shortening

2/3 cup (158 ml) heavy cream

1 cup (237 ml) buttermilk, or enough for dough 

to resemble cottage cheese (if you are not using 

low-protein flour, it will take more than 1 cup)

1 cup (4.5 oz/127 g) plain all-purpose flour, for 

shaping

3 tablespoons (1.5 oz/43 g) unsalted butter, 

melted, for brushing

Preheat the oven to 425°F/218°C and arrange a 

shelf slightly below the center of the oven. Spray 

an 8- or 9-inch (20 or 23-cm) round cake pan with 

nonstick cooking spray.

1. In a large mixing bowl, stir together the self-rising 

flour, sugar, and salt. Work the shortening in with 

your fingers until there are no large lumps. Gently 

stir in the cream, then some of the buttermilk. 

Continue stirring in buttermilk until the dough 

resembles cottage cheese. It should be a wet 

mess—not soup but cottage-cheese texture. If 

you are not using a low-protein flour, this may 

require considerably more than 1 cup (237 ml) of 

buttermilk.

2. Spread the plain (not self-rising) flour out on a 

plate or pie pan. With a medium (about 2-in/5-

cm #30) ice cream scoop or spoon, place 3 or 4 

scoops of dough well apart in the flour. Sprinkle 

flour over each. Flour your hands. Turn a dough 

ball in the flour to coat, pick it up, and gently 

shape it into a round, shaking off the excess flour 

as you work. Place this biscuit into the prepared 

pan. Coat each dough ball and place the shaped 

biscuit scrunched up against its neighbor so 

that the biscuits rise up and don’t spread out. 

Continue scooping and shaping until all of the 

dough is used. 

3. Place the pan on the arranged shelf in the oven. 

Bake until lightly browned, about 20 to 25 

minutes. Brush with the melted butter. Invert onto 

one plate, and then back onto another. With a 

knife or spatula, cut quickly between biscuits to 

make them easy to remove. Serve immediately.
ReCIPeS © 1976, 1989, 1998 ShIRLey O. CORRIheR.  

USed By PeRmISSION OF The AUThOR ANd OF SCRIBNeR.

shirley Corriher’s BakeWise 
and CookWise are the go-to 
volumes for experienced and 
novice cooks alike. if you 
need to know why a recipe 
calls for shortening instead 
of butter or why brushing 
puff pastry dough with ice 
water makes for higher, flakier 
pastry, Corriher explains it in 
easy-to-understand language 
and instructions. less collec-

tions of recipes than entertaining how-to guides, both books 
also include Corriher’s indispensible “What the recipe shows” 
background information. 

CookWise: The Hows & Whys of Successful Cooking, The 
Secrets of Cooking Revealed has sold more than 300,000 cop-
ies (making it an evergreen seller in the book world). BakeWise: 
The Hows and Whys of Successful Baking remains a top 
seller nearly 18 months after being released. both books were 
honored with the James beard Foundation book award for 
excellence, the cooking industry’s top honor.
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In 1964, Martin Luther King conferred with FBI director J. Edgar 
Hoover concerning FBI surveillance of the civil rights leader, while 
Malcolm X left the Nation of Islam and formed the Organization 
for Afro-American Unity. In Mississippi, three young civil rights 
workers—Andrew Goodman, Michael Schwerner and James 
Chaney—disappeared near Meridian, their bodies found more than 
40 days later. The year 1964 marked the federal Civil Rights Act and 
the ratification of the 24th Amendment forbidding the poll tax in 
federal elections.

It was in 1964 that China detonated a nuclear bomb, while social 
critic E. Digby Baltzell coined the term WASP (White Anglo-Saxon 
Protestant). Panamanians staged a lethal protest against American 
control of the Panama Canal. Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique 
appeared in a paperback edition for 75 cents. And it was the year 
Rachel Carson died, the author of Silent Spring having concealed her 
fatal breast cancer to prevent dismissal of her work by critics—really, 
chemical companies and their political apologists—on the grounds 
of personal female animus. 

On a light note, 1964 saw the introduction of the Ford Mustang, 
Pontiac GTO, and the Billboard hit “I Want to Hold Your Hand” by 
a British rock ‘n’ roll quartet called The Beatles.

radically New Literary Scholarship
This farrago of events in and around the year of the first Hubbell 
award is an augury of the radically new and nationally burgeoning 

forum by CeCelia tiCHi

Earlier this year, Cecelia tichi, william r. Kenan Jr. 

Professor of english, accepted the hubbell medal 

from the American Literature Section of the modern 

Language Association of America for lifetime achieve-

ment. in her acceptance speech, abridged here, she 

championed the role of literary scholarship in defining 

a country, reflecting an era and helping future genera-

tions make sense of contemporary events. 

The founding year of the Hubbell award—1964, the year in which 
I graduated from the Pennsylvania State University—is significant 
and in many ways it has proved to be a major pivot point. At that 
moment—the mid-1960s—the post-World War II generation of 
Americanist critics (those awarded the Hubbell medal in the first 
decade of its existence) had published the landmark studies that 
all of us younger scholars of American literature relied upon for 
our exams, our dissertations, our entry-level work. We thought 

“so‘t’ would last for aye,” to quote a phrase from the Puritan verse of 
Michael Wigglesworth. We did not know that contemporary events 
were about to challenge us to undertake scholarship, criticism and 
the formation of course syllabi in a radically different direction.

Events of 1964 and thereabouts augured a new American 
literary-critical future. The origins of a half-century of new angles of 
vision (to borrow Wallace Stegner’s title) can be read in a backward 
glance. It was in 1964 that President Lyndon Johnson met with 
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, approving covert opera-
tions in Vietnam, and later that year dispatching 5,000 troops to do 
battle in Southeast Asia. 

In that same year, some ten thousand persons, mainly students, 
rallied on the Berkeley campus of the University of California to call 
for the lifting of a ban on political speech and for freedom of speech 
for students everywhere.

The Times They 
Are A-Changin’ 
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literary scholarship and criticism of the succeeding 45 years, and 
I am proud to have been a part of it. To cite the Bob Dylan album 
title of 1964, The Times They Are A-Changin’. 

Hubbell awardees in recent years chronicle the richness and 
contiguity of numerous areas whose epistemic origins can be traced 
to dynamic events circa 1964. The change has long been self-evident 
in African American and diverse ethnic literary studies; in Native 
American literature and multicultural work; and in popular culture 
studies, including film, feminist studies, eco-criticism and disability 
studies. My own work has benefited enormously from the foment of 
that period of the Sixties and from the vigorous intellectual debate 
instigated and propagated by it. 

But what of this moment? The times are always “a-changin’,” and 
our challenges are unrelenting. A man of color has been elected to 
the presidency, but no woman has yet occupied that office. Wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan drag on and on, and the militarism of our cul-
ture and society deepens. These, and the so-called Great Recession, 
summon us to a new literary-scholarly engagement. At this moment 
some 15 million Americans are jobless, 46 million without health 
care, millions more underinsured. The sociopathology of Wall Street 
continues, while populism flares at both ends of the sociopolitical 
spectrum. “Food insecurity” is the new euphemism for hunger 
(those who are “insecure” report this problem upward of eight 
months of the year). And climate change grinds on, as political and 
civic action lags badly. 

Literary engagement as Civic engagement
We owe ourselves, our graduate students and our undergraduates 
the scholarly and pedagogical projects commensurate with atten-
tion to these conditions throughout the continuum of the literary 
canons in which we operate (and which we delineate). Our gradu-
ate students deserve the encouragement to venture boldly. Our 
undergraduates deserve the courses that demonstrate to them that 
literary engagement is important to their lives in the present and in 
the future. 

Students need to understand literary engagement as a civic 
engagement. Reluctant to acknowledge rivalry with colleagues 
in other fields, we must face the fact we indeed compete for our 
students’ time and thought. Literature and the humanities are 
tremendously pressured in the era of dominant science, technol-
ogy and business. Quality of life is regarded in some quarters as 
synonymous solely with salary and wages. The monetary costs of 
higher education are questioned, and the humanities regarded as a 
costly distraction and (some suspect) irrelevant to students’ main 
endeavor: future employment. The terms “training” and “education” 
threaten to become interchangeable.

Yet we are uniquely positioned to read these times in all their 
complexity, to address them in the classroom and in scholarship, 
and to guide students and peers into the prior centuries of literature 
that speak fully and richly to the ongoing present. 

We are well-situated to recognize the bases for encouragement in 
the work engendered by the equally critical decades of the later 20th 
century. We can thereby anticipate that new strengths and resources 
will disclose themselves and inspire our work in the years to come.

Students need to 
understand literary 
engagement as a 
civic engagement.
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firstPERSoN   by JoHn gaventa, ba’71

I  lIVE IN SuSSEx, ENglaND, though MoSt of My 
WoRK taKES ME to PooRER PaRtS of thE WoRlD 
IN afRICa, aSIa oR latIN aMERICa.  The College of Arts 
and Science, from which I graduated almost 40 years ago, often 
seems a long way away. But when I learned last year of the death 
of Chancellor Alexander Heard, I began to reflect on the connec-
tions between my years at Vanderbilt and my work in international 
development today. 

The late ’60s and early ’70s were turbulent times on American 
campuses, and Vanderbilt was no different. In April 1968 during 
my freshman year, Martin Luther King Jr. was killed in Memphis. 
Within hours, National Guard troops rolled down West End Avenue 
to set up camp in Centennial Park. With other Vanderbilt students, 
I joined Fisk University students in a peaceful vigil in downtown 
Nashville. In June, Robert Kennedy was assassinated, 74 days after 
he had spoken to a packed Memorial Gym. 

These were life-changing events, which caused me to rethink my 
studies. The College of Arts and Science offered an interdisciplin-
ary major, and with the encouragement of my advisers, I linked 
courses in philosophy, political science and sociology under a 
broad theme of the philosophy and politics of social change. I had 
vague thoughts that this would prepare me to work on issues of 
social justice, poverty and human rights. I was taught by wonderful 
professors with whom I stayed in touch after graduation, including 
John Compton, Lester Salamon and John McCarthy. 

In 1970, at the end of my junior year, I was elected student body 
president. The U.S. invaded Cambodia, and campuses across the 
country, including Vanderbilt, erupted in protest. Students were 
killed at Kent State, Jackson State and in Lawrence, Kansas. Chancel-
lor Heard was recruited by other university presidents to lead an inde-
pendent mission to the White House to sensitize the Oval Office on 
campus unrest. The chancellor asked me along as his special assistant. 

That summer in Washington was quite an education. One of the 
best parts was working closely with the chancellor and learning 
from his incredible work discipline, attention to detail, and belief in 
the importance of deliberation and listening to different points of 

   How Nixon, Campus Protests and Alexander Heard Still 

Inspire Social Change

working in the white 
house during what 
was later known as 
the watergate era also 
exposed me to the uses 
and abuses of power.

John gaventa, ba’71
Professor, institute of development 
studies, university of sussex

P l a C e  o F  r e s i d e n C e 
sussex, england

F A V O R I T E  P L A C E  T O  V I S I T 
brazil (it’s a beautiful and really  
interesting country)

F a v o r i t e  b o o K

anything by barbara Kingsolver or isabel allende

F a v o r i t e  M o v i e

Gandhi
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view before reaching decisions. He was a man of greatness, with an 
unwavering commitment to fairness and tolerance, a man who was 
willing to take stands based on what he believed was best for the 
university, nation and world. I was privileged to witness his courage 
and leadership firsthand. 

 But working in the White House during what was later known as 
the Watergate era also exposed me to the uses and abuses of power. 
I returned to campus a bit disillusioned with what I had seen. I 
researched international scholarships, which led to a Rhodes scholar-
ship. Before I left for England, I was elected a young alumni trustee 
on the Vanderbilt University Board of Trust. I spent the summer 
with the Student Health Coalition, which worked with poor com-
munities in rural Tennessee and Appalachia. I thought that maybe 
grass-roots change, rather than Washington politics, was where the 
hope might be for the future—well, for my future at least. 

Little did I know how these various steps would later come 
together. Residents of a poor East Tennessee mining community 
whose lives and land had been adversely affected by a British-owned 
mining company asked me if I could find the London owners of the 
company and “tell them how bad things were.” I tried to respond to 
that request—a process which led to a documentary on their situa-
tion, aired nationally in Britain, as well as to my Ph.D. thesis. Later 
the thesis became a book, Power and Powerlessness in an Appala-
chian Valley. It continues to be a text for students worldwide and has 
sold over 35,000 copies. This wouldn’t have happened without the 
Vanderbilt connections. 

In the midst of this work, I discovered the Highlander Research 
and Education Center, a small nonprofit in East Tennessee. Since 
the 1930s, it had served as a training ground for social action and 
played a key role in the civil rights movement. When I finished my 
degree, I was asked to start a research program there. For almost the 
next 20 years, my wife (whom I met in Oxford) and I worked to link 
our research to grass-roots social action on poverty, environmental 
and social justice issues across Appalachia and the rural South. 

While at Highlander, I was awarded one of the first MacArthur 
Prize Fellowships, which provided five years of much-needed funding. 

The fellowship allowed my family and me to travel to Scandinavia, 
India, Nicaragua and other countries to study how grass-roots, 
participatory approaches were used to tackle social issues and what 
we could learn for rural America. 

I have been with the Institute of Development Studies, based 
at the University of Sussex, since 1989, first as a visiting fellow 
and now as a professor. My work takes me to many countries, still 
linking research and writing to action, training and consulting with 
nonprofit/non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and teaching 
graduate students, many of whom are community development 
workers and social activists internationally.

In 2006 I was invited to become chair of the board of Oxfam GB, 
Britain’s largest overseas NGO, which provides humanitarian relief, 
supports grass-roots development programs, and advocates on 
issues like climate change, poverty and social justice in more than 
70 countries. When interviewed for this post, and asked about my 
previous board experience, I thought back to my years as a young 
Vanderbilt trustee, and all I had learned from that opportunity. 

In my writing and teaching, I find myself still referring back to 
the work of the wonderfully stimulating professors who encouraged 
me to structure an interdisciplinary major on social change and 
who supported my career even when I had left campus. In leader-
ship roles, I draw on my experiences with Chancellor Heard. He 
was not only a leader, but also a mentor and teacher, representing 
the best tradition of what a liberal arts education ought to be. 

On reflection, maybe the College of Arts and Science is not so 
far away from my life and work these days in Sussex.

Opposite: Robert Kennedy at Vanderbilt (1968). Above: Chancellor Heard  
and Gaventa in Washington, D.C. (1970). Right: Campus protest over  
Heard’s role as an independent adviser to President Nixon (1970).
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giving by Fiona soltes

INtERNatIoNal tRaVEl ISN’t  
foREIgN to thE DERoMEDI  
faMIly—It’S ESSENtIal.

Roger Deromedi, BA’75, has visited 70 of 
the near 200 countries in the world. His wife, 
Sandra, and their three children joined him 
in Paris and Switzerland while Roger worked 
for Kraft Foods in Europe. Family members 
mark where they’ve been on a map crowded 
with pushpins. So important are travel and 
international experiences to them that Roger 
and Sandra recently created a scholarship 
at Vanderbilt to help students expand their 
international knowledge, too.

“Living abroad and traveling allows us to 
experience how other people see the world,” 
says Roger, chairman of the board for Pinnacle Foods Group and 
former CEO of Kraft. “Having been born and raised in Berkeley 
(California) and then moving to Chattanooga in the late 1960s, I 
experienced quite a culture change. I went from the height of politi-
cal and social activism in California to the South. It really height-
ened my appreciation that we’re all human beings no matter where 
we live; we just manifest how we do things in different ways.”

In today’s world, however, understanding and appreciating those 
differences is paramount to success, Roger says—in both business 
and in life. Therefore, the Chicago-area-based couple developed the 
Sandra and Roger Deromedi International Service Learning Schol-
arship in the College of Arts and Science. The scholarship allows 
students to study abroad without the hardship of loss of income  
 

from summer or part-time jobs.  
The Deromedis say it was an easy decision 

to become involved.
“When Roger brought it up, my response 

was, ‘Send them. Send them, because the 
students will be better people for their life-
changing experiences,’” Sandy Deromedi says.

The Deromedis’ scholarship supports 
students in the Vanderbilt Initiative for 
Scholarship and Global Engagement (VIS-
AGE) program, which offers participants 
a yearlong learning experience regarding 
a global issue. VISAGE students take a 
core course on campus in the spring and a 
seminar in the fall, with a field-based project 
or service opportunity abroad in between. 

Previous sites and themes have included South Africa (education, 
social cohesion and economic development), Nicaragua (family, 
community and social justice) and Australia (sustainable water 
resource development). 

travel Changes one’s World
Neither of the Deromedis traveled abroad as students themselves, 
though Roger admits living vicariously through his parents’ trips 
when he was younger. After graduating from the College of Arts 
and Science with majors in mathematics and economics, he started 
his career at General Foods, which later merged with Kraft. He was 
with the companies 29 years, eventually becoming CEO. Interna-
tional roles at Kraft allowed the couple to experience other cultures. 
They’re thankful that their own children—now ages 16 to 24—were 
able to catch the global bug when they were young. The Derome-
dis encouraged local involvement and limited English television 
wherever they were. “It was just a terrific experience for all of us,” 
Sandy says.

“Travel changed my world,” Sandy says. She laughs that Roger 
proposed in Paris—and then the couple squeezed in travel to five 
countries in two weeks. 

“it’s critical that we understand how 
other people think and live their lives.”

—roger Deromedi 

At Home in the World

Roger and Sandra Deromedi
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Living overseas later, however, taught her about being American. 
“Before then, I’d have to say, I never called myself an American,” 

she admits. “We’re such a melting pot here. When people would 
want to know what my nationality was, I would say, ‘50 percent 
Scottish’ and da-da-da-da. It was an acceptable answer. But after 
going overseas and meeting people who were Scottish and who 
were German, no longer did my 50 percent seem so important. It 
became, ‘I’m from the United States.’ ‘Oh, I’m an American,’ and 
what a wonderful thing to be.”

listen to other Cultures
While Roger Deromedi worked his way up the Kraft ladder, he 
visited factories and grocery stores in various regions and countries. 
There also were in-home visits with consumers, talking about how 
the company’s products fit into their lifestyles. Deromedi relished 
those opportunities.

“It’s critical that we understand how other people think and live 
their lives,” Roger says. “The American paradigm is not always right. 
I’ve learned that you have to listen, and not assume the way you may 
approach something is correct.” 

Now he wants the scholarship to give others the same discovery. 
Roger Deromedi credits Vanderbilt with allowing him to engage in 
the program’s design in addition to offering funding. He has met sev-
eral times over lunch with students who have participated in VISAGE 
to learn ways that the program can be more strategic and relevant. 

“I think Vanderbilt has a great understanding of what it takes to 
develop students to be successful in the world today, and not just in 
the United States or in the South,” Roger says. “A program like VIS-
AGE shows that they know what it takes to be leaders on a global 
platform.” 

That worldwide platform affects everyone, he notes. Even if a 
student is going to be a farmer in the United States, he notes, com-
modity markets are global.

Despite his responsibilities with Pinnacle, which manufactures 
and markets food brands including Duncan Hines, Vlasic, Armour, 
Lenders, Birds Eye and Log Cabin, Roger returns to campus each 

quarter as a guest lecturer. He says his College of Arts and Science 
background gave him a good grounding and early sense of respon-
sibility for what came next, including an MBA from the Stanford 
Graduate School of Business.  

“The world is so much more connected now,” Roger says. “We 
see things on the news instantly. I think if you’re a student today, 
and you don’t have that global understanding and awareness, you’re 
going to have a hard time. … You need to understand the dynamics 
that impact our global society.” 

F o u R  K e y  D e S T I N AT I o N S  F o R  A  W o R L D - V I e W

roger deromedi advises students to visit the four countries designated by 
global economists as the briC countries:

 Brazil Russia India China

Combined, these four countries currently account for more than 40% of 
the world’s population and approximately 25% of the global economy and 
the world’s land area. (source: BRICs Monthly, May 20, 2010)
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I am pleased to take this opportunity to thank you—the alumni, 
parents and friends who support the College of Arts and Science 
—for helping to start an exceptional Vanderbilt experience for our 
students.

The following pages list the College Cabinet, which recognizes 
those donors who contributed $1,000 or more during our last fiscal 
year, July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010.

In the 2009-2010 fiscal year, the generosity of College Cabinet 
members totaled nearly $15 million. Gifts from College Cabinet 
members make up more than three-fourths of all unrestricted giving 
to the College of Arts and Science. This year, unrestricted giving to 
the College of Arts and Science helped:

• bring U.S. Army Gen. David H. Petraeus, then head of the U.S. 
Central Command, to campus to speak to students. This was 
in connection with the course, Humanities 161—The War in 
Iraq, taught by Katherine Carroll, assistant professor of political 
science, and Mike Newton, professor of the practice of law. The 
course grew out of Carroll’s year in Baghdad as an embedded 
professor with the U.S. Army. 

• support Vanderbilt University debate team members Cameron 
Norris and Nick Brown (see p. 14), who won the varsity debate 
championship at the 2010 American Debate Association’s 
national tournament. 

• improve and maintain our buildings, including the recently reno-
vated Cohen Memorial Hall. This historic building is now home 
to the Departments of Classics and History of Art, as well as the 

Fine Arts Gallery, and features classrooms with state-of-the-art 
technology. 

• continue our unwavering commitment of providing financial 
aid to ensure that the best and brightest students have access 
to a Vanderbilt education regardless of their families’ financial 
resources; more than 60 percent of Vanderbilt undergraduate 
students receive some type of financial aid.  

These are only a few of the opportunities and needs met by the 
generosity of College Cabinet members this year, and all of us in 
Arts and Science are most grateful for their support.

If you are not a member of the College Cabinet, I’d like to invite 
you to consider joining with an annual gift of $1,000. If you are a 
recent graduate within 10 years of commencement, you can join the 
College Cabinet with an annual gift of only $500.

The contributions of College Cabinet members are vital to the suc-
cess and strength of the College of Arts and Science. We are sincerely 
grateful to you, and all our donors, for your dedication and support.

Carolyn Dever
Dean

the College Cabinet 2009–2010
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collegeCABiNet
C o R N e L I u S  V A N D e R B I LT 

F o u N D e R S  L e V e L 

( $ 2 5 , 0 0 0  A N D  A B o V e )

greg scott allen, ba’84, and elizabeth 
sauereisen allen, bs’83

samuel e. allen, ba’58, and angie allen 
(parents)

bequest of grace M. almon, ba’53 

John douglas arnold, ba’95, and laura 
arnold 

William W. bain Jr., ba’59, and ann d. bain 
(parents)

lee and ramona bass (parents)

Carol bernick (parent)

John F. bookout iii and ann bookout 
(parents)

James Cowden bradford Jr.* and lillian 
robertson bradford, ba’63

arthur and nancy bunn (parents)

John and Wilma byrnes (parents)

ben and leigh Carpenter (parents)

ruth Montgomery Cecil, ba’65

Celeste Wickliffe Cheatham (parent)

William Millard Choate, ba’74, and susan 
spieser Choate

Jack and nancy Cohen (parents)

Cecil d. Conlee, ba’58 (parent)

Claiborne and elaine deming (parents)

roger K. deromedi, ba’75, and sandra 
deromedi 

John and Pamela egan (parents)

ike lawrence epstein, ba’89, Jd’92, and 
Michelle epstein 

lester g. Fant iii, ba’63, and susan 
braselton Fant, Jd’88

brian allen grove, ba’82, Mba’83, and 
Charlotte sunderland grove 

steven d. grushkin (parent)

Joanne Fleming Hayes, ba’68 (parent)

richard g. Holder, ba’52, and Patricia 
Holder (grandparents, parents)

Keith alexander Hoogland, ba’82, and 
susan Moore Hoogland, bs’82 (parents)

allan b. Hubbard, ba’69, and Kathryn F. 
Hubbard (parents)

lewis Mitchell Jeffries, ba’80 

Mary elizabeth Kirsch, ba’84, and  
adam White Kirsch 

Charles and elizabeth Kojaian (parents)

spencer and rhonda Kravitz (parents)

Peter and Maureen lee (parents)

robert M. levy, ba’72, and diane v. s. levy 

John r. loomis, ba’51 (parent)

Mark Harold loomis, ba’89, and  
stephanie M. nelson loomis 

William and Helene lortz (parents)

george and susan Matelich (parents)

richard and sheila McCarty

Caroline r. Mcguire, ba’08

Patrick McMullan iii, ba’74 

scott lewis Miller, ba’81, and Julie Miller 

geoffrey t. Moore and lucie H. Moore, ba’79

Charles M. Myer iii, ba’75, and virginia 
Place Myer, bsn’75 (parents)

d. Craig nordlund, Jd’74, and sally baum 
nordlund, bsn’74 (parents)

bequest of alison brooke overby

Craig s. Phillips, ba’76 

Wesley railey Powell, ba’91 

randall s. Preissig, ba’68 

Frank adams riddick iii, ba’78, and  
Carol Mykoly riddick 

Joe l. roby, ba’61, and Hilppa a. roby 

robert M. rogers, ba’75, and  
Carolyn thomas rogers, ba’75

John Willson ropp, ba’84, and  
adrienne dreiss ropp 

richard and amy ruben (parents)

John M. samuels, ba’66

anne elizabeth schaad

gayle Fambrough snyder, ba’56 (parent)

Karen Joachim sobotka, ba’84

eric spomer and betty Wiener spomer, 
ba’83

William Michael tomai, bs’81

William e. turner, ba’54, and  
Cathy Wilson turner (parents)

eugene H. vaughan Jr., ba’55, and  
susan Westbrook vaughan (parents)

anne Marie newton Walker 

thomas b. Walker Jr., ba’47 

richard F. Wallman, be’72, and  
amy Wallman 

steven and Caryn Wechsler (parents)

Carl and Jimmy Westcott (parents)

george Howard White iii and  
Patricia early White, ba’76 (parents)

James and alinda Wikert (parents)

William H. Wilcox, ba’74, and  
elizabeth l. todd 

William M. Wilson, ba’70, and 
Caroline Cooke Wilson, ba’85

anonymous (4)

C H A N C e L L o R ’ S  C o u N C I L 

L e V e L  ( $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  T o  $ 2 4 , 9 9 9 )

g. Hughes abell, ba’72 

F. duane ackerman and Katherine King 
ackerman, ba’66

akram aldroubi 

ruthanna Jolley bost, ba’71

John F. brock iii and Mary r. brock 
(parents)

John H. broocks iii and nancy n. broocks 
(parents)

W. H. g. Caldwell Jr., ba’57, and  
Margaret buford Caldwell (parents)

norman r. Carlson and Margaret ann 
davis Carlson, ba’63 (parents)

ruth Montgomery Cecil, ba’65

robert a. Christensen, ba’55 

Jan Clark (parent)

ann Hicks Clements, ba’86 (parent)

James and rebecca Craig (parents)

lee s. Cutcliff, ba’61, llb’67

Mark F. dalton, Jd’75, and susan K. dalton 
(parents)

robert and Maureen decherd (parents)

Wallace H. dunbar Jr. (parent)

Woods e. eastland, ba’67, and  
lynn Wood eastland 

dwight Hillis emanuelson Jr. and  
Claire emanuelson (parents)

Jeff and Marcia Fettig (parents)

russell M. Flaum, ba’72, and  
virginia l. Flaum (parents)

allan H. goldman (parent)

sandra norsworthy Hoffman, ba’66

John and Jill Holder (parents)

richard s. Holson iii, ba’75, and  
sherry Holson 

lee l. Kaplan and diana M. Hudson, 
ba’73 (parents)

James b. Johnson Jr., ba’54 (parent)

F. lex Jolley Jr., ba’74, and  
rebecca g. Jolley (parents)

donald and diane Kane (parents)

Christopher g. lea, ba’81

Charles b. lebovitz, ba’59, and  
betty lebovitz (parents)

John l. lisher and Mary Katherine sturmon 
lisher, ba’72

bill e. Matthews (parent)

robert P. Maynard, ba’54

Francis d. Mcintyre 

l. Clifford McKee, ba’54, Md’57, and 
guat-siew lee, Md’76

gary and Janet Mead (parents)

Michael Moshan 

theodore and Julie Mundt (parents)

William r. orthwein Jr. and laura rand 
orthwein

gene ruffner Page, ba’81, and virginia 
White Page, ba’81 (parents)

William and Marcia rafkin (parents)

scott J. ratner and Marjorie J. van de 
stouwe (parents)

lawrence and alison rosenthal (parents)

James F. sanders, ba’67, Jd’70, and 
Cheryl ann sanders (parents)

William sanford ii, bs’81 

edwin and Maureen schloss (parents)

thomas schweizer Jr., ba’66 

Michael Conner searcy, ba’96, and  
virginia elizabeth buxton searcy, ba’96

eugene b. shanks Jr., ba’69, and  
susan b. shanks (parents)

brettany Kane shannon, ba’98

steven and rebecca singer (parents)

steven b. starr, ba’75, Jd’78, and  
gwen starr 

John F. stein, ba’73, MbM’75, and  
beth a. stein (parents)

John r. tauscher and georgia a tauscher 
(parents)

Charlie thomas (grandparent) 

Christopher duncan traut, ba’83, Mba’87, 
and lee butler traut 

Heidi Jane ueberroth, ba’87

greg and Wendy Watchmaker (parents)

stephen and lauren Weiss (parents)

Chart Hampton Westcott, ba’07 

Court Hilton Westcott, ba’01, and  
Kameron Westcott 

Kenneth J. Wiesen, ba’63, and  
Juanita Wiesen 

Paul d. young and Carolyn dever

anonymous (3)

D e A N ’ S  L I S T  

( $ 5 , 0 0 0  T o  $ 9 , 9 9 9 )

steven and ellen adams (parents)

Mary Patrice Mahon alcus, ba’85

John d. alexander Jr. and  
Claire l. alexander (parents)

antonio J. almeida, ba’78, and  
Margaret taylor almeida, bs’79

Judy Kemp amonett, ba’69

Philippe and robin amouyal (parents)

glenn allen andreas iii, ba’92, and  
Jennifer thau andreas, ba’93

William earl ansapch iii, bs’82, and  
Cecilia s. anspach

dwight ian arnesen, ba’77

tyler baldwin Jr. and ellen Coker baldwin 
(parents)

W. Marston and Katharine becker (parents)

Jon r. berquist, ba’76 (parent)

William d. booth Jr. and vicki u. booth 
(parents)

robert g. bradley and Cardin Wyatt 
bradley, ba’88

Francis s. branin Jr. and Cordelia Penn 
Wilcox branin (parents)

John and gloria braskamp (parents)

david and shawn brevard (parents)

stephen and gail brookshire (parents)

Christian t. brown (parent)

Martin s. brown Jr., Jd’92, and Cathy 
stewart brown, ba’86, Mba’90

J. W. barry bruckmann, be’73, and  
May beth bruckmann (parents)

*deceased
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lytle d. burns iii and bebe selig burns, 
ba’68 (parents)

John M. Colvin Jr., ba’55, Ms’58, Jd’65, 
and beth e. Colvin 

Charles eugene Cook Jr., ba’94, and 
Patricia elston Cook, ba’83, Ma’90

bruce and Janet Corser (parents)

Michael P. donovan and nancye l. green 
(parents)

victor and Mary dowling (grandparents)

James edwin dubose, ba’79, and victoria 
ann adams, bsn’79 (parents)

Jay and Patricia Fischoff (parents)

John and laura Foster (parents)

Jerome and leah Fullinwider (grandparents, 
parents)

Curt ingram Futch, ba’96, and  
ann Howell Futch 

James l. garard iii and linda P. garard 
(parents)

Judith scobey gentry, ba’61 (parent)

todd C. giacco, bs’87

richard J. glasebrook ii and  
lucy glasebrook (parents)

Qung Wing go, ba’73

M. Williams goodwyn Jr., ba’77, and 
Maura r. goodwyn (parents)

John P. greer, ba’72, Md’76, and gay 
nienhuis greer, bsn’74 (parents)

Paul and diane guidone (parents)

William b. Hanlon iii and victoria s. Hanlon 
(parents)

Philip and sara Hawk (parents)

Kenneth and leslie Heisz (parents)

Peter and lucinda Holbrook (parents)

robert M. Holder Jr., be’51, and ann M. 
Holder (grandparents, parents)

Jay underwood Howington, ba’92, and 
Corinne Meek Howington, ba’94

Willis J. Hulings iii and Xima lee Harlin 
Hulings, ba’81 (parents)

benoît and Jessie Jamar (parents)

John Paul Jones, ba’42, and sandra 
sanders Jones 

Heidi W. Kaess (parent)

scot e. Karr, d’78, and Patricia M. Karr 
(parents)

david and darcie Kent (parents)

Carl Kravitz and elizabeth Werner (parents)

Kenneth Krushel and Patricia Fili-Krushel 
(parents)

lee a. lahourcade, ba’79, and virginia 
dunnam lahourcade 

robert H. lawrence Jr., ba’65, and  
gale lawrence 

Patrick and dania leemputte (parents)

Charles don leone ii, ba’90, Mba’92, and 
sharon Castrow leone, ba’91

bruce and Joanne levy (parents)

H. Hays lindsley, bs’80, and allyson s. 
lindsley (parents)

Jeffrey C. lynch, ba’84

b. Michael Marino, ba’88, and  
anne M. Helms Marino, ba’88

george thomas Martin Jr., ba’63, and 
Joanna W. Foley, ba’65

John and Christiana McConn (parents)

david and nicki Mcdonald (parents)

russel leeds Miron, ba’82

Marion brinkley Morse and laura l. boyd, 
ba’77

nagy Morsi and sarah augusta Mayfield, 
ba’89

J. davenport Mosby iii, ba’78, and  
glenn bush Mosby, ba’78

Michael brian orkin, ba’81, and Judy orkin 
(parents)

sharon a. Pauli, ba’70

leon M. Payne Jr. and Julie s. Payne 
(parents)

bradley and Cindy Pearman (parents)

H. ross Perot sr. and Margot Perot  
(grandparents, parents)

daniel and susan Plaine (parents)

douglas Michael Quartner, ba’77, and  
Jan r. Quartner (parents)

Walter and susan rakowich (parents)

Margot bell roberts, ba’82

russ robinson, ba’79, and leslie 
robinson 

d. bruce and bettina ross (parents)

Jesse a. sasser Jr. and Frances dannals 
sasser, ba’74 (parents)

robert C. schiff Jr., bs’77 (parent)

scott schoelzel and Katie schoelzel 
(parents)

steven and roberta schulman (parents)

allison scollar

richard lerner and Jennifer scully-lerner, 
ba’92

Harold and ida semel (grandparents) 

neil and Michele semel (parents)

tomas W. sennett and Marjorie tillman 
sennett, ba’82

Henry Z. shaub and Jacqueline d.  
sidi-shaub (parents)

Joel silverman and gail babnew (parents)

thomas e. skains and sherry e. skains 
(parents)

Paul r. smith and ann Potts smith, ba’82

rodney bruce steiner and Jane besthoff 
steiner, ba’84

timon v. sullivan, ba’76, and diana o. 
sullivan (parents)

brandon and lise sweitzer (parents)

Winston M. talbert and laura Watson 
talbert, ba’90

Cooper l. terry, ba’85, Md’89, and  
virginia self terry, ba’87

Carter reid todd, Jd’82, and laurie 
o’brien todd, ba’83, Mlas’96 (parents)

norman H. tolk and Marilyn n. tolk

gregory J. trapp and Pamela Forsythe 
trapp, ba’80

richard C. unger Jr., Jd’77, and shelton 
sumner unger, ba’78 (parents)

Cy and Jean Waddle (grandparents)

bruce and betsy Walker (parents)

Charles and sharon Warshaver (parents)

W. scott and susan Webber (parents)

Herron P. Weems, ba’75, and Cary W. 
Weems (parents)

russell Cornelius Weigel iii, ba’86, and 
luz Weigel 

giffen and CiCi Weinmann (parents)

William a. Wise, ba’67, and Marie F. Wise

rodney s. yanker, bs’80, and Mary 
Maxwell yanker (parents)

anonymous (1)

B L A C K  A N D  G o L D  S o C I e T y 

( $ 1 , 0 0 0  T o  $ 4 , 9 9 9 )

steven and Kristen abraham (parents)

gregory and susan e. adamo (parents)

terence e. adderley (parent)

James d. aderhold Jr., ba’61

Michael C. ainbinder, ba’79

roger lewis albrecht and dianne P. 
albrecht, ba’71 (parents)

edward lefebvre allen, ba’84

Jean C. allen, ba’44

thomas n. allen and elizabeth lamar 
allen, bs’80

george allen alves, ba’85

thomas n. amonett, ba’65, Jd’68

Paul H. anderson Jr., ba’70

roland bird anderson, ba’85, and  
virginia dowling anderson, ba’86

Judith a. andrews

Mark david arons, ba’80

John d. arterberry, Jd’73, and lisa Wagner 
arterberry, ba’73 (parents)

edward and vivian asche (parents)

douglas Clay atnipp, ba’82, and  
veronica obermayer atnipp, ba’82

andrew J. auerbach, ba’77, and  
Chong auerbach 

Charles l. bacon Jr., ba’71, and Jennifer 
gille bacon 

richard and elizabeth bacon (parents)

Walter andrew baker, ba’83, and  
Jeannette Mcallister baker 

Christopher r. baltz, ba’92, and  
Jill taggert baltz, bs’92

gregg anthony baran, bs’83, Md’87

daniel bythewood barge iii, be’80, and 
susan aston barge, ba’81 (parents)

Charles J. barnett, ba’64

Charles Hunter barrier, ba’79, and  
Pamela barrier 

John b. bassel Jr., ba’66, Md’69, and 
barbara bassel (parents)

nelson straub bean, ba’83

John s. beasley ii, ba’52, Jd’54, and 
allison tidman beasley, ba’55 (parents)

robert P. bedell, ba’65, and  
M. Constance bedell

larry roger behm, be’79, and  
Carol schmitt behm, ba’79

andrea C. beldecos, ba’81

tom bentley, ba’71

steven Frank benz and lynne d. 
sherburne-benz, ba’83

daniel bernstein

W. irvin berry, ba’51, and annie laurie 
Hunt berry, ba’52

William H. bessire, ba’65 (parent)

omar billano (parent)

Frederic t. billings iii, Md’72, and susan 
riley billings, ba’68, Ma’71 (parents)

John P. blazic, ba’73, and barbara blazic 
(parents)

david e. blum, ba’77

Melvyn and linda blum (parents)

Mary beth Cranch body, ba’60

Fredricka M. borland, ba’72

donald e. bowles Jr., ba’67, and  
Jane ralston bowles, ba’67

robert rankin boyce, ba’81

Jill K. boyle (parent)

douglas Paul braff, bs’82, and  
Margaret Williams braff, bs’90

Michael andrew braun and  
susan silverman (parents)

brendan and Kathleen d. bream 

edward breen and Caren siebert-breen 
(parents)

gregory neal bressler, Jd’91, and  
beth s. bressler 

Cassady vaughn brewer, bs’83

Kathryn tomlinson bridges

steven richard briggs, ba’81

george M. britton, ba’69, and shelley 
guilford roberts britton (parents)

Joseph e. brown Jr., ba’61

Kenneth Carlton brown, ba’90

loraine gronberg brown, ba’92

Willard W. brown Jr., ba’71, and  
nancy a. brown 

susan g. brumfield, ba’73

John H. bryan iii and louise Comiskey-
bryan, ba’87

thomas r. buckner, Jd’72, and Karen 
Wagner buckner, ba’71 (parents)
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William and bonnie l. bunce (parents)

John C. burch Jr., ba’66

rick and sharon burdick (parents)

James Christie busch, ba’84

robert stuart bush and Carla sinor bush, 
ba’81 (parents)

Matt M. Callihan, ba’77, and Margaret 
lynch Callihan, ba’77, eMba’04 
(parents)

William H. Cammack, ba’52, and  
eugenia H. Cammack

Harrison shields Campbell, ba’83

P. Michael Caruso, ba’72, and virginia 
rubel Caruso, ba’73 (parents)

William d. Case and deborah lucido Case, 
bs’83

Karen e. Casey, ba’84

Paul d. Chapman and Cathryn taylor 
Chapman, ba’78

Jack g. Charney, ba’68

Charles e. Cherry, ba’67

John W. Clay, ba’63, and  
anne Campbell Clay, ba’65

William s. Cochran, ba’59, and  
anita Kirby Cochran, ba’59 (parents)

Claude C. Cody iv, ba’74

James randall Coffey, ba’82

timothy Cohen and Christina dillon Cohen, 
ba’89

William g. Coke and Florence g. Fletcher 
Coke, ba’59, Ms’62

John W. Colbert, ba’72

Peter M. Collery and alison e. adams 
(parents)

liz stegbauer Collins, ba’80

andrew Joseph Condie, ba’86

daniel a. Conklin, ba’73

stephen and ellen Conley (parents)

Michael and alice Conlon (parents)

thomas bryan Conner iii, ba’88

e. ralph Cotham iv, ba’62, Jd’64, and 
Mary Frances buxton Cotham 

brendan Coughlin and Heather Mcarthur 
Coughlin, ba’95

robert b. Cousins Jr., ba’67

angela tilley Crates, ba’90

thomas Crawford Jr., ba’59 (parent)

John baker Crenshaw, ba’78, and  
Julia thigpen Crenshaw, ba’81

William t. Cross, be’72, and  
Kitty bankston Cross, ba’72

Mario J. Crucini

thomas n. Curtin, ba’75, and  
Kari Peterson Curtin, ba’75 (parents)

W. Cleland dade, ba’77, Jd’82

Charles Joseph dahlem, ba’88

Carlos r. dalence, Md’84, and nancy 
Mcbride dalence, ba’82 (parents)

William H. danforth (grandparent, parent)

J. randolph v. daniel iv and Heather 
Hewitt daniel, ba’82 (parents)

Mary summers daugherty, ba’81 (parent)

daniel denby davenport Jr. and lee 
Churchill davenport, ba’62

thomas a. davidson, ba’74, Mba’83

Paul and Jane Murray davis (parents)

J. Hallam dawson, ba’58

ira J. deitsch, ba’74

Zhengyu deng, Ms’94, PHd’96

William F. denson iii and  
deborah davis denson

susan thompson derryberry, ba’51

Claire Cravens dewar, ba’79

daniel lewis dickinson, ba’94, and  
lina Welliver dickinson, ba’94

sean and Janet donahue (parents)

John M. donnelly Jr., ba’51

C. Powers dorsett Jr., ba’66

Craig and Monica drill (parents)

James and elizabeth duff (parents)

laura J. dunbar

david erwin dunham, ba’84, and  
amy Johnson dunham, ba’84

Charles William dunn, bs’80

dennis and diana durden (grandparents)

Christopher oliver eades, ba’92, and 
nicole adele Clark eades, ba’93

Marshall C. eakin

bingham david edwards Jr., ba’93

robert day eickenroht and  
Carrie Hendrix eickenroht, ba’79

C. Morgan eiland and susan Horton eiland, 
ba’71

david alan elliott, Jd’88, and Martha  
Matthews elliott, bs’85 (parents)

Joseph stearns ellis Jr., ba’87, and  
lina bowyer ellis, ba’87, Med’90

richard alan engle, ba’77, Jd’81

roy t. englert, ba’43

Frank W. essex, ba’66, Mat’67, PHd’78

Joseph H. estes, bs’81 (parent)

Martin and Margaret evans (parents)

thomas C. evans, ba’77

Jill l. Fachilla, ba’75

J. greg Faith, ba’69, and Joanna goddard 
(parents)

laura Ferman Farrior, ba’89

andre a. Fedida and sindy g. solomon-
Fedida (parents)

Paul e. Feeney, ba’95, and Chad a. braun

stephen b. Feid and Helen H. Feid 
(parents)

Jane Porter Feild, ba’59, Ms’61

Manley n. Feinberg sr., ba’57

Paul M. Feinberg and Wendelin a. White 
(parents)

Peter s. Felsenthal, ba’75

brian t. Fenelon and Kelley Walton 
Fenelon, ba’79 (parents)

Kristin lynch Ficery, ba’91

Curtis Finch Jr., ba’55

John t. Fisher Jr., ba’50, l’54, and  
Carolyn reynolds Fisher (parents)

robert and noreen Fisher (parents)

thomas F. Fitzgerald and Frances Craigie 
Fitzgerald, ba’85

William edward Fitzgibbon iv, ba’90, and 
dawn victoria s. Fitzgibbon, Mba’00

Julia Mather Flowers

russell and Hillary Fogarty (parents)

Kevin and lynn Foley (parents)
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A scholarship is the  
gift of opportunity …
Nathaniel Marshall and Sonja Tomlin grew up 
in different worlds. Nate was born and raised 
on the South Side of Chicago. Sonja, a daughter 
of missionaries, was born in Africa and grew 
up in Belgium. 

But they share a common drive to excel, a drive 
that drew both of them to Vanderbilt. The schol-
arships they receive are making the education of 
their dreams a reality. When achievers like these 
two are part of the Vanderbilt community, they 
change the educational experience for everyone. 
That’s the true value of a scholarship gift.

“I’ve met a lot of different types of people at 
Vanderbilt,” Nate says. “That changes the way 
you think. Vanderbilt’s changed my life.”

Your scholarship gift gives exceptional young 
women and men like Sonja and Nate the 
opportunity to learn, discover and achieve at 
Vanderbilt.

Opportunity Vanderbilt supports the uni-
versity’s commitment to replace need-based 
undergraduate student loans with grants and 
scholarships. To date, Vanderbilt has raised 
$84 million toward a goal of $100 million in 
gifts for scholarship endowment

See how Opportunity Vanderbilt changed the 
lives of Nate, Sonja and other students—watch 
the video at www.vanderbilt.edu/opportunity. 

Make a gift to Vanderbilt online—www.vanderbilt.edu/givenow. Questions—Jonathan Petty, jonathan.petty@vanderbilt.edu, (615) 322-8119

Nathaniel Marshall
Diane v. S. Levy and  
Robert M. Levy Scholarship  
Arts and Science 2012

Sonja Tomlin
Arts and Science 2011
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david Foley and victoria long Foley, ba’89, 
Mba’91

gilbert s. Fox, ba’42, and lois Kuhn Fox

scott and amy Frew (parents)

Jonathan Mclaughlin Frist, ba’09

Patrick bridge Frost, ba’82

troy allen Fuhrman, ba’90, Jd’93, and 
Catherine gibbs Fuhrman, bs’91

thomas e. Fullilove, ba’62, and  
donna b. Fullilove 

david Jon Furbish and  
anne victoria Choquette 

robert Ware gamble, ba’97

dick game, ba’83, and anne Zipp game, 
ba’83

david and aileen ganz (parents)

david todd garrett, ba’80

Jose antonio garrido iii, bs’03

dale n. garth, ba’72

theresa Coates garza, ba’83 (parent)

donald P. gatley, be’54, and  
Jane douglass gatley, ba’54

dewitt r. gayle iii, bs’73, and  
belinda gayle (parents)

John g. geer

bernard a. gelb, ba’53, and leah s. gelb 

david r. gelfand, ba’84, Jd’87, and 
Katherine McKenna gelfand, Jd’88

robert and stacey gendelman (parents)

ted M. george, ba’49, Ma’57, PHd’64

Peter F. gerrity and Marie grimes gerrity, 
ba’80

steven H. gibson, ba’69

george K. gill, ba’61, Ma’63, and  
sallie a. gill (parents)

george Keener gill Jr., bs’92, and  
Heather Jones gill

richard H. gill, ba’62, and Minnie r. gill 

robert s. Wilkerson given, ba’81

Jeffrey s. glaser and Joyce glaser (parents)

steven Mark glassman, ba’86

gordon H. glenn, ba’70, and  
Martha victoria glenn 

Mae Foung go

glenn s. gollobin and nancy glenn 
gollobin, ba’75 (parents)

betsy Callicott goodell, ba’77

bruce steven goodman, ba’81, and 
barbara goodman 

Jeffrey robert grable, ba’93, and  
Maureen grable 

Kevin e. grady, ba’69, and Mary o’brien 
grady, ba’72 (parents)

daniel eastman green, ba’02, and Janelle 
Marie Williams green, bs’03

James reed green Jr., ba’89

Jonathan evan green, ba’98, and  
Cathleen Cook green, bs’00

W. g. griggs iii, ba’92, and blakely 
dickson griggs, ba’92

robert Wayne grout, ba’66

scott duncan gullquist, ba’82, and  
Melissa Mills gullquist, ba’85

dayton F. Hale Jr., ba’72, and  
Charlotte b. Hale (parents)

Faye simpkins Hale, ba’67 (parent)

Charles H. Hambrick, ba’52, and  
Joyce b. Hambrick

g. Marc Hamburger, ba’64, and  
diane Hamburger 

Joseph H. Hamilton Jr. and  
Jannelle l. Hamilton 

brad J. Hammond, ba’74, and  
Cynthia b. Hammond 

Jack l. Hammond, ba’75

Marjorie brown Hampton, ba’48

William Justin Hancock, ba’90, Mba’92, 
and sidonie ellis Hancock, ba’90

Kenneth s. Handmaker, ba’60 (parent)

ross C. Hardison, ba’73

James t. Harris, ba’93, and tracey  
robinson Harris, bs’95, Msn’98

Clifford J. Harrison Jr., ba’49, l’52, and 
Mickey Harrison

John Hartman and Margaret Carroll  
Hartman, bs’88

steven vincent Hash and Christa Hawkins 
Hash, ba’83

James gregory Hatcher, ba’90, and  
Julia Kate Harris Hatcher 

robert d. Hatcher Jr., ba’61, Ms’62, and 
diana s. Hatcher 

Wallace and audrey Head (parents)

vaughan Holmes Hedrick, ba’66, Ms’69

ashley laroche Heeren, bs’93

Michael s. Helfer and ricki tigert Helfer, 
ba’67

stephen richard Hennessy, ba’78, and 
regina roane Hennessy, ba’77

david alexander Hickerson, ba’83, 
Med’84

John bunn Hill iii, ba’90

John Hindle, ba’68, PHd’81, and  
Joan barr Hindle (parents)

Hugh gates Hines Jr. and Marjorie H. Hines

russell H. Hippe Jr., ba’61, Jd’64, and 
eleanor Hill Hippe, bs’61

eleanor rosson Hitt, ba’49

leland a. Hodges Jr. and Kaye Cummings 
Hodges 

Michael and Marjorie Hogan (parents)

W. Charles Holland

Michael b. Hoover, ba’69, and  
Marsha g. Hoover 

donald and donna Hoscheit (parents)

James H. s. Howe, ba’87, and  
alexandra Howe 

Charles n. Hubbard, ba’70, and  
Marilyn M. Hubbard (parents)

vincent K. Hubbard, ba’60, Jd’63

george barlow Huber, ba’79

William Hunter Hudson, be’95, and  
Cindy ezis burt Hudson, bs’95

Joel William Huelsmann, ba’98

Mark v. Hughes iii and susan d. Hughes 
(parents)

richard Monroe Hull Jr., ba’92

John H. Hunt, ba’78

gary stephen Hurwitz, ba’79, and  
lisia Hurwitz (parents)

granbery Jackson iii, ba’67, and Mary lee 
Whitehead Jackson, ba’72 (parents)

Myron H. Jacobs, ba’65, and  
randee b. Jacobs

Johnnie and Julann James (parents)

Wayne James and Mary brown James, 
ba’56

stuart s. Janney iii and lynn Janney 
(parents)

Kimberly Hodgson Jardine, ba’80

richard b. Jewell, ba’67, and  
lynne t. Jewell 

scot Wallace Johnson, ba’92, Mba’94

Wallace r. Johnson iii and lisa t. Johnson 
(parents)

elizabeth McCaleb Johnston, ba’46

richard Johnston, Md’85, and susan 
elizabeth schneider Johnston, ba’83 
(parents)

Cecil d. Jones Jr., ba’51, and Jane Jones

Christopher alan Jones and suzanne 
elizabeth Clark Jones, ba’01

david Ward Jones, ba’81, and lauren 
Wood Jones, ba’81

Marjory letner Jones, bsn’75 (parent)

Milnor Jones, ba’45, Md’48, and  
Miriam Conner Jones, ba’51

William steven Jones, ba’71

bjarni Jonsson and Harriet Parkes  
Jonsson, ba’52 (parents)

Win Jui, PHd’77

robert lee Kaaren and Judith l. rigby 
(parents)

Charles J. Kahn Jr., ba’73 (parent)

James H. Kaminer Jr., ba’69, and  
barry stout Kaminer, bs’86
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emily Connors Kaplowitz, ba’97

tasia theoharatos Katapodis, ba’81

John M. Keenum, ba’68, and  
Katherine griffeth Keenum, ba’69

James r. Kelley, ba’70

andrew Howard Kellum, ba’78

James C. Kempner ii and  
Jennifer bussian Kempner, ba’89

Karen l. Kendall, ba’78

sidney anderson Kenyon, ba’81

orman l. Kimbrough Jr., ba’75

larry Kindsvater and Pattie booker 
Kindsvater, ba’77

Martin s. King, ba’92

Jerome Frank Kinney iv, bs’81

John H. Kispert and Jill goldberg Kispert, 
ba’89

Jeffrey gale Knauth, ba’65

Michael and elizabeth Knoerzer (parents)

ronald F. Knox Jr., ba’67

John stewart Koch, ba’87

Heather Kreager, ba’80

bradley Matthew Kurtzman, bs’95, and 
Carrie Kurtzman

James richard lachs, bs’93

John lachs and shirley lachs (parents)

vaden M. lackey Jr., Jd’56 (parent)

Charles b. lahan, ba’59

Mason H. lampton, ba’69, and  
Mary lucile Hardaway lampton

James H. landon, ba’67

sterling and amy lapinski 

eric and rebecca laptook (parents)

Joseph Prestley larkins and  
bethany l. smith, ba’76

sovern John larkins, ba’52, and elizabeth 
gardner larkins, ba’53 (parents)

richard F. laroche, Jd’70, and gloria 
Jane enochs laroche, ba’67 (parents)

benny M. larussa and lynn Feuerlein 
larussa, ba’84

armand and denise lauzon (parents)

Jon rodney lawler, ba’85, and toni lawler 

richard lee layfield iii, ba’93, and  
Kelly layfield 

John Willis lea iv, be’73, Md’77, and ellen 
bradford lea, ba’73, Jd’76 (parents)

gary ledonne and renee ledonne 
(parents)

William gentry lee Jr., ba’94, and  
amy Hughes lee, bs’95

anthony darrell lehman, ba’94

Judy l. Porch leone, ba’78

benjamin thomas lett, ba’90, and 
beaumont lett 

sarah goodpasture little, ba’40 (parent)

thomas and Patricia loeb (parents)

eric and Marivic lohse (parents)

James b. lootens, Jd’81, and  
sara Clark lootens, ba’81

Chris a. lorenzen Jr., ba’72

daniel brian lovinger, ba’87, and  
linda Watson lovinger, ba’87

James r. lowe, ba’61, and agnes s. lowe 

Colin H. M. luke, ba’88

Patricia erwin lummus, ba’85

byron C. lynch, be’56, and Marjory linfield 
lynch, ba’57 (parents)

todd Michael lyons, Jd’91, and  
Holly brinkley lyons, ba’88, Jd’91

nelson K. lytle and lydia Marie lasichak 
(parents)

robert bruce Macilveen, ba’69

robert Maclean and elizabeth o’Connell 
Maclean, ba’87

Philip and nita Maddox (parents)

robert and brenda Manard (parents)

stephen John Maroda Jr., bs’79, and Julie 
McFall Maroda, bs’82, Med’84 (parents)

Carla McClurkin Martin, ba’77

ellen Wills Martin, ba’58 (parent)

James g. Martin iii, ba’69, Jd’74

Paula Johnson Martin, Ma’69 (parent)

thomas r. Martin, ba’75, and Wanda 
Martin 

William seth Martin, ba’95, and Jeanne 
anna Kelso 

Jorge Martinez

linda shaw Marzialo, ba’75

alyne Queener Massey, ba’48 (parent)

Michael brian Masterson, ba’92, and  
gloria s. Masterson

Jason Corey Matt, bs’91

randall s. Matthews, ba’73, and  
theresa brevard Matthews, ba’73

Joseph l. May and lynn Hewes May, 
ba’60, Med’82

evalyn Mayes, ba’64 (parent)

Mark d. Mayo, ba’77, and  
Kelley dreaden Mayo (parents)

sara annsley Heidtke Mcaleer, ba’97

edward v. Mcassey iii and linda Mcassey 
(parents)

William rogers McCall, ba’59

Claire biesterfeldt McCarty, ba’73

John Wall McCollum, ba’92, and  
yancey lanier McCollum, ba’92
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thomas F. McCoy, ba’66

allen Polk Mcdaniel, ba’65, and sara 
sherwood Mcdaniel, bs’65 (parents)

barrie Jeffrey Mcdowell, ba’81

l. scott Mcginnis iii, ba’80, and  
roline Hamilton Mcginnis, ba’82

James Hugh McKinnon Jr. and lisa 
davidson McKinnon, ba’78, Mba’87

Marc Matthew McManus, bs’99, and 
Melody Wredberg McManus, be’98

tyler scott McMullen, ba’91, and 
stephanie Cornelius McMullen, ba’91, 
Ms’95

russell arthur Mcnair iii, ba’84, and 
Jennifer Mcnair 

Martin F. Mcnamara iii, ba’58, and ann 
Marie Mathis Mcnamara, ba’65 (parents)

robert e. Mcneilly Jr., ba’54, Mat’55, 
Mat’55, and bette sue Mcneilly 
(parents)

donald r. McPheron, ba’71, Mat’75

Holland n. Mctyeire iv and sherry Pepper 
Mctyeire, ba’55 (parents)

Michael r. McWherter, ba’78, Jd’81

eric W. Meder and susan P. Meder 
(parents)

James W. Mersereau, ba’79, and  
barbara lewis Mersereau, ba’79

Craig C. Messinger and debra l. 
Messinger (parents)

John donald Methfessel and  
Kathleen s. Methfessel (parents)

edward H. Meyers, ba’95

david r. Miller, ba’74

Jim Miller and deborah e. Miller (parents)

steven b. Miller and victoria J. Fraser 
(parents)

robert M. Mitchum Jr., ba’50, Ms’51,  
and naomi e. Mitchum 

Frank William Mocek and Mary lane 
Mocek, ba’83 (parents)

roger W. Moister Jr., ba’67, Jd’71 (parent)

tiffany erwin Moller, ba’89

noel Moore (parent)

Hugh J. Morgan Jr., llb’56, and  
ann Ward Morgan, ba’52 (parents)

robert and Janice Morgan (parents)

brian thompson Morris, ba’84, and 
Patricia diamonon Morris, bs’86

J. andrew Morrow Jr., ba’82, and  
Miriam o. Morrow (parents)

Martha Mann Morrow

Cantwell F. Muckenfuss iii, ba’67, and  
a. angela lancaster

timothy Martin Mulloy, ba’81

Kenneth Munn and anne Marie burr 
(parents)

Wayne and Paulina Muratore (parents)

roger g. Murray Jr.

gray Muzzy and Phoebe Welsh Muzzy, 
ba’78

bart david narter, ba’83

Charles a. nelson and betty latham 
nelson, ba’49 (parents)

steven l. nelson, ba’75

James d. newell Jr., ba’83

Keith Wayne newman, ba’81

ronald and adrienne newman 
(grandparents)

Henry r. nichols, be’77, and Jennifer 
gorog nichols, ba’79 (parents)

John F. nicholson, ba’55, Md’58, and 
Judith scharf nicholson, ba’56

donald C. north iii, ba’69, and Mary Murrill 
north, ba’69

Charles swift northen iii, ba’59, Ma’61

Walter s. nunnelly iii, ba’66

thomas W. nygaard, bs’74, Md’78, and 
ellen gebhardt nygaard (parents)

torbjoern nygaard and lisa Mellman 
(parents)

Michael d. oberdorfer and  
Carol b. oberdorfer

John Fewell oglesby, bs’83

virginia ohanian (grandparent)

sean and anne o’leary 

John leachman oliver, ba’91, and  
rachel oliver 

van oliver, ba’71, Jd’74, and  
anne Martin oliver, ba’71 (parents)

Philip J. olsson, ba’70, MM’72

rufus Wilson orr Jr., ba’59, and  
Florence blythe Patton orr (parents)

steven F. o’sheal, ba’77, Md’81, and 
Cathy Mcdowell o’sheal, bsn’78

Pace and laurie Palaio (parents)

terry galen Palmberg, bs’78, and  
Connie lynn Palmberg (parents)

Kevin William Parke sr., ba’81

andrew biddle Parkinson and  
elizabeth Craig Parkinson, ba’81

Jeffrey david Parsons, ba’80

robert W. Parsons and elise Hampton 
Parsons, ba’52 (parents)

richard and Connie Passarella (parents)

g. douglas Patterson Jr., bs’80

M. Carr Payne Jr., ba’49

anne Mcvay Pearson, ba’82 (parent)

eugene b. Pennell, ba’69, and  
lynn Clayton (parents)

terry Petrone, ba’78

Philip M. Pfeffer, g’68, and Pamela K. 
Pfeffer, Mat’68 (parents)

alton W. Phillips Jr., ba’57, bs’58 (parent)

William Howard Polk, Md’85, and  
Julia bauer Polk, ba’83

vito and Maria Portera (parents)

Cheryl Peters Powell, ba’77

John W. Powell Jr. and Mary Hills baker 
Powell, ba’78 (parents)

Jerome Park Prather, ba’03

lee e. Preston, ba’51, and Patricia leahy 
Preston 

andrew e. Price, ba’48

Philip bennett Prince

donald Collier Proctor, bs’87, and  
allison l. Collins Proctor, ba’87

J. Warren Pullen, ba’91

stephen M. raeber, ba’63, and  
Carol Wikle raeber, ba’64 (parents)

Martin d. rapisarda and elizabeth Watson 
rapisarda, ba’80, Mba’87

tommy and isla reckling (grandparents)

W. H. Mitchell redd, ba’90

david lee reed and rachel Carlson reed, 
ba’99

John Mark reed, ba’73, and Kimey 
Wilhelm reed, bs’73, Ma’74 (parents)

W. Casey reed, ba’73

Harry b. register Jr., ba’50, and  
beverly Fuller register 

greg reintjes, ba’85, and  
Caroline a reintjes (parents)

Jennifer barton reis, ba’03

arnold and Cathy reusch (parents)

louis gregory rice, ba’87, and  
Melissa Collins rice

Julius ness richardson, bs’99, and  
Macon Miller richardson, bs’97

s. Curtiss and leslie roach (parents)

Joseph W. robbins, ba’64

William and susan robbins (parents)

benham swift roberts, ba’04, and  
Melissa daniels roberts, ba’04

Kenneth l. roberts, ba’54, Jd’59, and 
delphine sloan roberts (parents)

george gordon robertson iii, ba’69

Patrick and Jennifer robinson (parents)

richard Mohr robinson, be’84, and 
barbara Martin robinson, bsn’84

beth schulze robison, ba’93

anne Zachry rochelle, ba’88

larry and Cathy rodden (parents)

Michael and sharon roeder (parents)

rex r. rogers and diane Pappas (parents)

James g. rose Jr. and Megan Walker 
rose, ba’82 (parents)

Jay M. rosen, ba’72, and susan l. Meekins 

John J. ross Jr., ba’68, and  
Harriet long ross, ba’68 (parents)

david and lisa roth (parents)

James Hunter roth, ba’79, and  
laura ray roth, ba’85

armand and Marylee rothschild (parents)

richard a. rua, ba’75

stephen Campbell rudner, ba’84, and 
bridget shea rudner 

brian d. rye, ba’96

Christopher Knox sadler, ba’83, Mba’84

stephen and ellyn saft (parents)

lucy sagansky, ba’81

F. Calame sammons, ba’73, and  
dianne Paradise sammons, ba’73

david and aileen sarda (parents)

elise nicole sarda, eXba’12

russell Harper saunders, ba’76

burt e. schell and barbara J. deal (parents)

neil C. schemm and sharon a. gay, ba’79

stephen Wheatland schley, be’83, and 
lizabeth King schley, bs’84 (parents)

Cheryl davis schreck, ba’81

virginia a. schulz (grandparent)

Matson Forrest schwalm, ba’94

Jeffrey and sherrie scott (parents)

Mary shannon raeber scott, bs’88

Patrick levi scott, ba’91

gregory a. seib, ba’92, Mba’93

W. King self Jr., ba’70

alexander bresslau severino, ba’83, and 
sheri Ptashek severino 

sanford C. sharp, bs’84, Md’88, and  
Joni lovell sharp, ba’86

tom sharpe, ba’96, Mba’97, and  
Jennifer steltjes sharpe, ba’96

loyd edward shaw, bs’84, and  
bebe gish shaw, bs’84

John Woodley shearburn, ba’81, and  
annette allen, ba’82

William F. shouse, ba’54, Ma’68, and 
sarah n. shouse

Flora sandra siami, bs’90

John J. siegfried, eMba’83, and  
Patricia lovell siegfried

robert and Janet siliciano (parents)

stephen i. silverman and elizabeth shapiro 
silverman, ba’75 (parents)

david and linda simon (parents)

John and Jessica skipper (parents)

Joseph Frank skowron iii, ba’91

Clarence H. smith, ba’72, and  
lamar smith 

Clifton smith, ba’65, and renee Price 
smith, ba’65 (parents)

Flavious Joseph smith, bs’81, Ms’81, and 
Melanie arrington smith, bs’80

lisa thompson smith, ba’85 (parent)

Philip C. smith, ba’76

randall W. smith, ba’84, Mdv’88, and 
beth ann Pattillo, Mdiv’90

John shiver snelling, ba’87, and bridget 
roche snelling, ba’89

Miles s. snowden and dorothy goodson 
snowden, ba’80 (parents)

Charles edward soderstrom, ba’86, and 
Mary stream soderstrom 
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edward spacapan Jr., bs’76, and lise 
taylor spacapan, bs’79

sydney lee sparkes, ba’70, Ma’72, Ms’81

Kim Hoyt sperduto, ba’75, and  
Marsha Pearcy sperduto 

elizabeth Morgan spiegel, ba’59, Mat’59

J. david spivey, bs’85

betty Wiener spomer, ba’83

James d. spratt Jr., ba’76, Jd’79

Paul W. springman, ba’73, and  
nancy Miller springman 

John gilbert stallings Jr., ba’88

richard P. stanley ii and susan e. stanley 
(parents)

Jeffrey r. starke and Joan e. shook 
(parents)

thomas rye steele, bs’76, and  
Katie g. steele (parents)

elise levy steiner (parent)

george stelljes iii, ba’84

loring l. stevens (parent)

george langworthy stewart ii, ba’85

scott alan stichter, ba’84, and  
sarah stichter 

John W. stokes Jr., ba’59, and  
anne Heard stokes, ba’59 
(grandparents, parents)

Cosby allen stone, ba’79, Mba’81, and 
rebecca Harvey stone, bs’81 (parents)

david d. stone, ba’54

J. lindsay stradley Jr., ba’71, and 
Jacquelin Masterson stradley, ba’71

Joe r. straus iii, ba’82 (parent)

benjamin and Margo suckewer (parents)

Mary ann sugg, ba’51

dennis swaney, ba’71

thayer F. swartwood, ba’96, and  
Heather donlan swartwood, ba’96

James robert sweeney, ba’71, and  
Karen H. sweeney

Martha Maclay sweezey, ba’79

shepherd d. tate, ba’74, Jd’77, and 
sandy W. tate (parents)

Clarence H. taylor Jr., ba’56 (parent)

Harvey and Janet taylor (parents)

James and Mary taylor (grandparents)

Mary Christian taylor, ba’82

richard d. taylor iii, ba’64

timus g. taylor Jr., ba’56, and Mary ready 
Weaver Parrent taylor, ba’56 (parents)

James v. temple, ba’74, and  
Katherine loveland temple

g. William thackston Jr., ba’58, and Mary 
Helen Huddleston thackston, ba’58

deWitt C. thompson iv, be’68, and 
Jacqueline glover thompson, ba’68 
(parents)

evelyn Pugh thompson, ba’73

Hall Williams thompson and lucille r. 
thompson (grandparents, parents)

robert b. thompson, ba’71

Joseph W. thomson iii and anne sewell 
thomson, ba’77 (parents)

Kate W. thweatt, ba’64

Jerome P. tift, ba’71 (parent)

louis b. todd Jr., ba’56 (parent)

Frank J. tomecek Jr. and  
tonya Carey tomecek, ba’89

Julia robert Kaminski trampe, bs’82

J. douglas trapp, ba’58, Md’61, and 
Mercer McKee trapp, ba’59

W. russell trapp Jr., ba’73, and  
gail trickett trapp, ba’73 (parents)

david M. travis, ba’47, Md’51

t. Christopher trent, ba’88, and  
Melanie M. trent 

edward l. turner iii, ba’66, Jd’70, and 
Mary lee Hunter turner, ba’67

samuel d. turner, ba’69, Ma’73

edward r. uehling, ba’50

Henrik n. vanderlip (parent)

george alan vaughan, ba’85, and  
Jill Wallick vaughan 

susan Franklin veillette, ba’84

Marvin H. vickers Jr., ba’64, Md’68, and 
darlene Heald vickers

Will vinet and elyn r. saks, ba’77

John anderson Waites, ba’84, Md’88, 
and Cindy Heinemann Waites, ba’84 
(parents)

Kelly W. Walker, ba’64 (parent)

lewis v. Walker, bs’73

Philip smith Walker Jr., ba’84, and eileen 
Mulrenan Walker 

stephen Waller and terri r. Waller (parents)

John s. Warner, Md’56, and Margaret 
smith Warner, ba’58 (parents)

Jeannette Warner-goldstein, ba’82, Jd’89

timothy Warnock, ba’84, and Maryglenn 
McCombs Warnock, ba’93

Cynthia Warrick, ba’70

richards P. Washburne (parent)

John deForest Watson iii and ann Morris 
Watson, ba’80 (parents)

ray Weber and gay Morris Weber, ba’83

robert t. Weinmann, ba’81

William r. Welborn Jr., ba’64, Md’67, and 
linda Herring Welborn, bs’64, Ma’68 
(parents)
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William r. Welborn iii, ba’96

Quan Wen and yanquin Fan

Faith sheslow Wheeler, ba’83

Charles Hampton White, ba’52

Kenneth C. Whitney (parent)

Walter d. Wick, ba’77, and donna Wick

William a. Wilcox and Jean simmons 
Wilcox, ba’74

david W. Wiley, ba’53, and Margaret Hayes 
Wiley, ba’52, llb’54 (parents)

Claire broyles Williams, bs’95

thomas Williams, ba’88

Wendell l. Willkie ii and Carlotta F. Willkie 
(parents)

W. ridley Wills ii, ba’56, and  
irene Jackson Wills (parents)

Jefferson randolph Wilson, bs’05, and 
sally boesel Wilson, bs’05

lawrence a. Wilson, be’57, and  
nancy stackhouse Wilson, ba’58

Charles Winters Jr. and rita M. Winters 
(parents)

James d. Witherington, ba’71, and 
elizabeth Wetter Witherington, ba’72 
(parents)

Jonathan Whitney Witter, ba’91

ronald and april Wolf (parents)

s. Kenneth Wolfe, ba’67

robert W. Wood, Ma’55, and  
Mary amelia beard Wood 

Jeffrey M. Wright, bsn’76, and Karen 
rauch Wright, bs’75 (parents)

roy William Wunsch, bs’74, and  
Mary ann McCready

Paul and Marcia Wythes (parents)

James F. young and Carole sexton young, 
ba’61

steve young and dina norris, ba’77

thomas l. yount Jr., be’52, and Jane 
Wilkerson yount, ba’53 (parents)

nicholas s. Zeppos and lydia a. Howarth

david andrew Zimmerman, ba’96, and 
stephanie M. Zimmerman

anonymous (2)

o R G A N I Z AT I o N S

accenture Foundation

almon Family trust of 1994

american academy in rome

american Council of learned societies

anne Marie and thomas b. Walker Jr. 
Foundation

arnold and Mabel beckman Foundation

bank of america Foundation

betty and davis Fitzgerald Foundation

biotools

blankenship Charitable trust

Caldwell and orkin

Carol and Howard bernick Foundation

Citigroup global impact Funding trust

Coca-Cola Foundation

Community Foundation for  
southeast Michigan

Community Foundation of greater atlanta

Community Foundation of greater Memphis

Community Foundation of  
Middle tennessee

Community Foundation of richmond

Convergys Foundation

dahlem realty Co.

daniels Family thanksgiving Fund

dayton Foundation depository 

deloitte Foundation

dubose Family Foundation

eli lilly and Co. Foundation

exxonMobil Foundation

Fidelity Charitable gift Fund

Fidelity Foundation

gaylord entertainment Co.

germantown bartlett oral surgery

goldman sachs gives Charitable 
Foundation

greater saint louis Community Foundation

Hamill Professional Centre

Harris and eliza Kempner Fund

Henry laird smith Foundation

Hinds instruments

Holt Cos.

Human Frontier science Program 
organization

illinois tool Works Foundation

J. Frank gerrity ii Charitable trust

Jack C. Massey Foundation

Jean lykes grace Foundation

Jewish Communal Fund of new york

Jewish Federation of nashville and  
Middle tennessee

John and Mary redwine Charitable trust

Kb Home

Kimberly-Clark Foundation

KPMg Foundation

laura and John arnold Foundation

lester Fant iii Charitable lead annuity trust

Marsh and Mclennan Cos.

Merrill lynch and Co. Foundation

Microsoft Corp.

Murphy oil Corp.

national Multiple sclerosis society

oliver group llC

Pettyjohn Co.

rancho santa Fe Foundation

richard d. reis Family Foundation

robert M. rogers investments

schwab Fund for Charitable giving

self Foundation

smith richardson Foundation

stanley Medical research institute

the abbott Fund

the ann M. and robert M. Holder 
Foundation

the ayco Charitable Foundation

the boyd Morse Foundation

the dallas Foundation

the dunbar Foundation

the Home depot

the lucius n. littauer Foundation

the McCrea Foundation

the PepsiCo Foundation

the Pfeffer Foundation

the ruth r. Hoyt-anne H. Jolley 
Foundation

the tinker Foundation

tn independent Colleges and  
universities association

toyota Motor sales, usa

u.s. Charitable gift trust

united negro College Fund

universities research association

unumProvident Corp.

vanguard group Foundation

W. M. Keck Foundation

Wells Fargo Foundation

Wiley brothers

William b. Mcguire Jr. Family Foundation

William W. bain Jr. Charitable trust

anonymous (1)

Membership on this list is based on gifts 
received during the fiscal year of July 1, 
2009–June 30, 2010. gifts to the College 
of arts and science through the College 
Cabinet are counted in the vanderbilt 
Fund and included in the Shape the 
Future campaign.

the College of arts and science thanks 
and recognizes the many supporters who 
gave generously to the school during 
the last fiscal year, from July 1, 2009 
through June 30, 2010. Please contact 
Jen smith at (615) 322-2045 or email 
jen.l.smith@vanderbilt.edu to learn more 
about supporting the college, to let us 
know about any omissions or errors on 
this donor list, or to request removal of 
your name from this and all future online 
donor rolls.

to view the list of all other donors to the 
College of arts and science, please visit 
Arts and Science magazine online at 
http://sn.im/11roi4
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I

backiNthEday

n fall 1975, four undergraduates with love for 

performing and Broadway musicals launched 

a new campus organization called the original 

Cast, a Broadway revue troupe. that first year, 
they had to find their own funding, run auditions, find 
places to rehearse and perform, and put on a show. 
now 35 years later, the group started by laura Jansen 
(ba’78), ron Mayers (ba’77), Phil Walker (ba’77) and 
Margie Womer (bsn’79) continues its long run as one 
of vanderbilt’s most popular performing arts groups. 
student developed, led, directed, produced, cho-
reographed, promoted and staged, the original Cast 
performs every semester to audience acclaim. each 
production showcases 16 to 18 cast members singing 
and performing numbers from different broadway and 
movie musicals. Most students stay involved for several 
years, and alumni of the close-knit performance troupe 
stay in touch, attending shows and organizing reunions. 
over the years, the original Cast has performed at 
school and alumni functions, on cruises and on tours 
across europe and the West Coast.

(1) Vanderbilt Alumnus, Winter 1978, vol. 63, no. 2; 
(2) 1976 Commodore; (3) Vanderbilt Hustler, vol. 88, no. 26; 
(4) Vanderbilt Hustler, vol. 119, no. 61; (5) Cast photo 2010; 
(6) 30th anniversary program, (7) ticket for 2008 performance 
of Catching Fire (8) Vanderbilt Hustler, vol. 87, no. 12. 
(9) Promotional album jacket
Images 1–4 reproduced courtesy of Vanderbilt University Special Collections 
and Archives; 6–9 provided courtesy of Meghan Backes, BA’08, and Christen 
Sottolano, BA’09.
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1  this white oak, located at the top of library lawn between 
buttrick and garland, served as a meeting place for (from left) 
Kelly Collins Cunningham (ba’84, history), Mary beth White Kirsch  
(ba’84, latin american studies) and ellen Haddock Chandler 
(bsn’84, M.ed’89). as students, the three would meet when com-
ing from different classes or heading off campus for a weekend 
brunch at the laughing Man Cafe or elliston Place soda shop.

2   the three women met as freshmen in 1980 and stayed close 
throughout their college years and beyond. Kirsch, who lives in 
the boston area, serves on the board of visitors for the College  
of arts and science. 

3   originally from Houston, Cunningham now lives in the grand 
Canyon state. Her observations about life at vanderbilt reflect 
those of so many other alumni. “i look at my college years not  
so much as an educational experience in regard to academics  
as i do an education in friendship, identity and life,” she says. 

“those years helped define me as an adult.” 

4   in addition to reuniting with her two friends, Chandler was visiting 
the campus with her family. Her daughter Julia just entered the 
College of arts and science as a first-year student. the Chan-
dlers—ellen and her husband, Jimmy (bs’79)—met while she 
was a senior at vanderbilt.

5   since the campus holds special memories for so many alumni, 
the university tries to keep its reunion and Homecoming celebra-
tions on site. in 2009, more than 1,400 arts and science alumni 
attended reunion events. 

6   the more than 6,000 trees and shrubs on the vanderbilt campus 
helped the university receive the designation as a national arbore-
tum in 1988. in 2005, steven baskauf, senior lecturer in biological 
sciences, created an interactive walking tour of the trees on cam-
pus. it can be found at http://www.cas.vanderbilt.edu/bioimages/
vu/frame.htm. 

7   White oak is common in Middle tennessee. the most common 
oak on vanderbilt campus, its leaves and acorn are symbols of 
the university. 

it’s amazing how a scent or familiar walk can transport 
one back to student days. the vanderbilt campus—
known for its beautiful trees and plants, stately stone 
and brick buildings, and even its scrabbling squir-
rels—makes up as much of the college experience 
as do classes, professors, dorm life and even friends. 
every year, the College of arts and science welcomes 
alumni back to campus. Many come in the autumn 
for Homecoming or reunion. some come for campus 
visits with their own soon-to-be-college students. still 
others come to attend meetings or to speak to classes. 
When they come, many experience the feeling of being 
home again and a bond with the campus that ignites 
memories, experiences and emotion.
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Where Are You? answer: viewing the snow-dusted sculpture “Condition of 
Man” near benson, Calhoun and garland Halls. this bronze by larisa Fuchs 
is one of 15 pieces in vanderbilt’s garden of great ideas collection.
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A publication of

’DoRES aND DINNER
Alumni regularly meet informally with current students for Opening 
Dores dinners set up by the Vanderbilt Alumni Association. Partici-
pants talk about the workplace, career skills and whatever else is on 
their minds. From left, senior Alex Wendelborn listens as Fred Stow, 
BA’77, vice president of SunTrust Bank, talks to students about careers 
in the financial sector. More than 100 alumni each year participate in 
such networking dinners, produced in partnership with the Vanderbilt 
Career Center. Alumni are always needed to share insight with current 
students—to volunteer for an Opening Dores dinner, contact Kate Stuart 
(kate.stuart@vanderbilt.edu) in the Office of Alumni Relations.
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